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Algebra and Geometry* 
S. A. AMITSUR 
Let 1) be a division algebra with a center F containing a field C. Intuitively 
speaking a rational identity p[x, y. ...I = 0 means a relation which holds 
identically in T1 and is formed from a finite number of noncommutative 
indeterminates x, y, 2, ... by addition, multiplication, and taking inverses, 
whenever those exist. It is the last step which makes the crucial ditference 
between polynomial identities and rational idelltities. 
In contrast with polynomial identities, where the existence of such a 
relation implies finiteness over the center, one encounters rational identities 
which hold for all division algebra.. 5 Some of these arc very useful. 
The fundamental theorem of projective geometry follows easily by using 
the identitv s [x 1 + (y ’ x3-‘]-’ xvx 0 ([.5]). The identity 
was used (e.g. [10] p. 186) in proving the C’artan-Brauer-Hua theorem. 
A basic trivial identity which holds universally is (,~y) ’ y-‘so’ -=- 0, 
from which one can get many other identities, as for example the identity 
‘The present paper studies the set of all rational idelltitics 1(f)) of a division 
ring over an in$nite field C,‘, and the results arc applied to some problems of 
algebra and of Desarguian geometries. ‘I’he rnain result (‘Rieorem 14) is that 
a rational identity which holds for all rings of matrices C,, , n == I, 2, ... 
holds universally for all division algebras (finite or infinite over the center); 
* The research in this paper hns hem sponsord in part by the Air Force Otfice 
of Scientific Research, OAR under grant .-\I: IX>XR 63-70 with the European Ofice 
of Aerospace Research, United .States Air Force. 
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furthermore, if an identity holds in a central division algebra of dimension 
n2 over its center (n finite or infinite) then it holds also for all central division 
algebras of dimension nz”, with nz < n. In particular, all division algebras of 
infinite dimension have the same identities. 
The proofs of the main theorems are carried out in the following steps: 
(1) If  a rational identity I’ = 0 holds in D then it holds in the ring of 
quotients D(t) of all polynomials in a commutative t. This is then applied 
to show that P -= 0 remains valid under scalar extensions. The interesting 
feature of the proof of this result is the use of ultraproducts, and a method of 
embeddings rings without zero divisors which was suggested to the author 
by Professor Rabin. 
(2) By using topological arguments--it is shown that the field .D{t} of 
all formal power series also satisfies P == 0. Then it is showx: 
(3) ‘The free product D(x) of D with a free ring C[x] with C amalgamated 
can be embedded in a division ring which satisfies the same identity. Then. 
using the formal power series over this division ring, we prove that: 
(4) If  D _C E are two division algebras, and D infinite over its center 
then D and B have the same identities. 
Finally, 
(5) 1Ve construct a division ring D,, infinite over its center such that anr 
division algebra 1) can be embedded in a division ring B containing I;), , anh 
the rational identities satisfied by D,, are those which are satisfied by all the 
finite matrix rings C,, . 
From which the main result stated above follows easily. The othser part 
of the result follows by (1) using splitting fields. 
The present paper includes three applications: 
(.I) Let F be a free group and C[F] its group-ring, then C[F] is a ring 
without zero divisors and can be embedded in a division ring. Furthermore, 
if c‘ is ordered then this division ring can be ordered, which implies in 
particular by using C ~-- 0, the field of ration&, the well-known result that 
the free group can be ordered. 
‘l’his is applied to show that the multiplicative group of a noncommutative 
division ring (with an infinite center) does not satisfy an identity, e.g., it 
cannot be solvable which is known ([S]). 
(13) Let {x} be a finite set of indeterminates, then the free ring I”[x] is 
embeddable in a division algebra, and it is not known if there is a minimal 
division ring which is determined uniquely (up to isomorphism). One of the 
applications of the theory of rational identities is to the construction of 3 
certain division ring C(x), such that if C[ x 1s considered as the ring of all ] 
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polynomial functions in a division algebra 1) infinite over the center, then 
C(x) is well justiiicd to be called the ring of all rational functions of‘ 1). 
Roughly speaking, a relation f’(.v) 0 in f’(,v) is ;I rational identity in I). 
The ring c’(s) is inclcpcndcnt of the particular di\-ision algebra employed, 
and in particular this will imply- that C(,Y) is the uni\-tirsal emheddillg of (‘[.v], 
in the sense that any other embedding c:f the free ring C’[,Y] is isornorphic~ 
with a residue field of a local sulxing of the universal ticld C’(x). 
For a division algcl>ra I) of finite dimension $ o\ cr th(s center, a division 
ring C(x) is cc:nstructcd 1: hich is a ring of qriotic,nts of tlic- i ing of polynomial 
functions. It tiqxncis only on ?I, and is similar to thr. ordinary field 0f;ational 
functions on a commutative liclcl. ‘I’hc d1vi5ion ri!iq I ‘(,\,I supplies us \\itJr 
examples of (;alois extensions of di\ isiol: rin,cs \\itll arhitrxy group f)t 
outer automnrphisms. 
((‘1 The last application! is to geometry. 
The problem of non-Dcsarguian planes has heen dealt with by many 
authors, but vu-!- little is known on Desarguinn projective planes which do 
not satisfy the Pappus theorem. Sonic attempts in this direction has been 
made by Dehn [6] in which polynomial iclcntities has been introduced. and 
by Wagner [1.5], where polynomial identities together with the order axioms 
have been assumed. The similar problem of intersection theorems Tvas touched 
upon in [7]. 
Let f-’ be a Desarquian projective plane, and I) ~. /Ii) be its divison ring of 
coordinates. \\‘e deal with a projective geometry, with an illfinite center, i.e., 
n has an infinite center, and LVC consider blliversal theorems of intersection 
which inI-olve constructible configurations. These intersection theorems are 
equivalent to rational identities in the coordinate ring. Establishing this 
result we are able to show that: 
I f  an intersection theorem (of the prrccding tqpc) is noncontradictory in a 
Desarguian projective geometry (Faith an infinite center), then either it is 
equi\:alent to the statement that I),, is of dimension ..’ ~1~‘) . ‘xj over 
its center, or else it is a consequcncc of the Desargucs theorem. An 
intersection theorem S impiies T if and only if 71~ . 1~~ and this includes 
the case where 11,~ or t/17. % 
The cast nT mz I, implies that ‘I’ is equivalent to the Pappus thcorcm. 
A1 direct consequence of this result is the fact that any nontrivial inter- 
section theorem in a Desarguian projecti\-c geometry, together with the order 
axioms, implies the Pappus theorem. 
(D) ‘I’hc rational identities which appear from these configurations are 
integral-rational identities in the sense that the polynomials involved are 
obtained only bv addition, substraction, multiplication, and taking inverses, . . 
i.e. only integers are coefficients of these polynomials. The last section is 
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devoted to the study of these identities and it is shown that they are equivalent 
to polynomial identities with integral coefficients, and they are equivalent to 
conditions on characteristics, and on dimension over the center, or they 
imply that the number of elements of the center is finite and bounded. 
The corresponding result on geometry, yields the fact that the intersection 
theorem in Desarguan geometry are equivalent to combinations of theorems 
on characteristic, dimension over the center and finiteness, and a final deter- 
mination of all these theorems is obtained, for geometries with an infinite 
center. 
1. Preliminary Remarks 
Let C be an injinite field, consider an infinite set of noncommutative 
indeterminates x1 , Y~ , ..., and a finite set y1 , y2 , ..., yli over the field C. Let 
C[X; y] be the free ring generated by the X’S and y’s over C, where the ele- 
ments of (I commute with all the indeterminates {x; y}. 
(1.1) Let pi[x; y] =z pi[zx;yl , ..., yi-J, i = 1. 2, ..., )z be a finite set of 
polynomials in C[x; y], and note that p, contains only the indeterrninates 
YI , yr > ..., yiPI from the set of {y,:. 
(1.2) Set sJ~,y] -:yipi[.~;y] -~ 1, and denote by I0 = (ql , I.., qn} the 
tn.0 sided ideal of C[x;y] generated by the 12 polynomials qj[x; y]. 
Let LI be a C-algebra with a unit. An (I,-)admissible homomorphism 
y  : C’[x; y] - D will be a C-homomorphism whose kernel contains I,, , i.e., 
y(q,) = 0 for all i ,z 1. This is equivalent to the fact that I f  0 and has an 
inverse in D and that I == ~(p~)-l. Let s(D) -- {ql be the set of all (I,,-) 
admissible homomorphisms C[s; y] into D. 
To each II we put I(D) m= n Kcr {u; psJ(D)l and we shall refer to the 
elements of I(D) as the rational identities of D (which involve n inverses). The 
name is well justified since the admissible homomorphisms q t J(D) are 
determined by an arbitrary substitution: si ---f di and such p,[~t,]-~ exi:st, and 
then set y1 +pl[ni]ml and yz +pz[d,; p,[n,] m’] ’ etc . . . . Now p[~; y] E I(D) 
if an only if for all such substitutions 
p[d.p,[d]-‘, pz[d, p-l] *, ...I -~ 0; 
namely, p -z 0 is an identical relation holding in D. If  p[X, y] as well as 
C[X; y] do not involve y’s, p[x] is a polynomial identity. 
I f  the set J(D) = 0, we shall put I(D) = C[x;y]. 
All isomorphisms and homomorphisms considered henceforth will be 
C-homomorphisms, and all rings and subrings are C-algebras. 
The following is trivial. 
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THEOREM 1. (a) Let D g E then I(D) = I(E); (b) If D L B aye two 
( ‘-algebras then f(D) 2 Z(E), and (c) if I? \‘ .i 0, is (I direct sum qf algebras 
1); , then I(E) n J(D,). 
Indeed, let B : /I --f i:’ he an isomorphism then clearly rFS(D) == J(B), 
and (a) follows immediately from the fact that Kcr ‘p Ker 8p for all 
y  E z(D). Similarly (1)) is proved by taking 17 : I) - + i!’ to bc the injection of I1 
into I; and since 193(D) ( ,7(K) and Ker c,; Ker ‘3g for all F E J(D), it 
follows that 
The last statement is proved easily and will not be used in the present 
context. Instcad, WC shall USC cstensivclv the following method for con- 
structing rings and division algebras. 
I,et =i -~ {a) be a set of indices (finite or infinite) and /i’ be the direct 
product of rings D with indices in A. That is, DA is the set of all function 
.f : .4 + 11 with the ordinary addition, multiplication. and C-multiplication. 
Consider a filter .F of subsets of .-I, i.e. .F [.S), where S are subsets of -4 
satisfying the conditions: (1) If  ,Yi , S, : % then 63 ~5 S, n S, f  .F; (2) If  
T r? ,Y and S c .F then ‘I’ t 3. Given .F‘, we construct a homomorphic 
image of DA by introducing an equivalent relation in D* module 3: 
Let f,  g be two functions in D”, then define S ,y (mod 3) if the set 
(z; f(a) =- g(,k)) E 5. It is well known and follows rcadilv from conditions 
(1) and (2) of the filter that the set of all function:; f  0 (mod 3) form an 
ideal in D” . and wc shall dcnotc, its quotient ring by I)“/.?-. 
‘I’his construction is easily generalized to the case of a complete direct 
productnCYEA D, of possibly different rings I), . \Ve recall a result used in [4] 
and for further applications we quote it here in a somewhat more general 
form : 
LEMMA 2. Let D, = (QJ,, be the ring of all n x n matrices over a division 
ring 0, , and .F be an ultya-jilter, then IIDJF is the ring of all IZ ,< E matrices 
over the division rirzg IIQ,l’.S. 
f’roof. I,et Hi,, ~171)~ t)c defined by E,,L(~) -=~ e;,. , where e;,: be the & 
orthogonal units of the matrix ring (Q,J,, I),; then one readily verifies that 
I7D, = (nQ,,),, with Ei, the ~9 orthogonal matrix units of IT/j,. It then 
follows that for 
we have f  _ 0 (mod 3) if and only if all fik 1 0 (mod 3) in ZTQ, , since 
{a; f(a) =: 0) = n {a;fik(a) = 0) 
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and the left hand set belongs to .% if and and only if all the others belong to 
3. Thus clearly flD,/S = (~Q,‘.F), and the case n = 1, i.e., that flQ,/.F 
is a di\-ision ring is well known (e.g. [4]) and indeed if j f  0 (mod 3), 
j wily, , then {~;j(a) #- 0) t: 3, 0 th Ed 1% ise its complement will belong to .F 
since .% is an ultrafilter; hence, put S(n) =,f(a)--’ ifj(x) f  0 and a(a) : 0 
for ail other o(. By definition we get <Tf -_ 1 (mod -9). 
‘The set of rational relations satisfied by the rings constructed in the above 
form is given in: 
THEOREM 3. (1) Let E 2 DA then 1(D) G 1((E); and ;f DA 3_ E 3_ D, where 
D, z D then I(E) = Z(D). 
(2) Let .F == {Sj be ajlter in 3, folr each S E -9 let I,5 =z n&ES I(DJ then 
I(flD,/S) 2 I, for all S E <$; and if .F is an ultra-Jilter then I(IID,/.~) is 
the union c$ a11 I, _ 
(3) For. an asbitraryjltes .%, l(n”~‘.F) = Z(D). 
Proof. Let 7~, : DA - D be given by r,f = j(a) and let p[~; y-1 $1((B). 
Hence there exists an admissible homomorphism cp : C[x, y] --+ E such that 
F(P) + 0. C’learly, since E;_C D,’ there must be some a: t -?, such that 
n&p?(~) # 0 and boy? : C[s; y] -* D is admissible. This proves that p $1(n), 
which yields that I(D) C Z(E). The second part of (1) of our theorem follows 
now by (a) and (b) of the preceding theorem. 
To prove (2) consider an admissible homomorphism p : C[x, y] -+11D,/.%, 
and iI polynomial p[~; y] E Z, for an arbitrary S E .F. Since y  is admissible, 
9(qi) =O, where qi = y,p- 1 are the generators of the ideal 1, we started with. 
‘I’hus, Si : {a; n-,p(q,) 01 E :F, and hence T =m (S, n ... n ,‘;, n 5’) E -%, 
and from 2’ c S it follows that p[~, ~11 E Is C I,. But in this case 
v(P) (4 = ~,V(P) = 0 
for all 01 E 7’ and hence p(p) m= 0 in ITD,iW, i.e., p E~(~TID,/-F), q.e.d. 
To prove the second part for ultra-filters .% we consider a rational identity 
p[~, y] E r(l7DJ.F). I f  p[.z, y] 6 u I, , then for every S E .i*1 there exists an 
u E S, an admissible homomorphism ‘7~~ : C[X, y]-Dk such that (p=(p) ;” 0. 
Let ‘f = {a} be the set of all these a’s. Then T n S # 0 for all S E .F and 
since .F is an ultra-filter, it follows that 7’ E 3. Consider now the admissible 
homomorphism ‘p : C[x, y] -tIID,;.9, defined by p(z) (a) = p=(z) for all 
z t C[X, y] and a: E T, and define for 01$ T, p(x) (u) to an arbitrary homo- 
morphism of C[x, y] into D, (even not necessarily admissible). Then clearly 
p(p) f  0 in IID,/H. Consequently, p $ I(IID,/.9). Hence, I(LrDJcF) 
GUI,. On the other hand u 1, C Z(nD,/F) and consequently1(170,,/9) =~ 
u I, and the latter is an ideal in C[x,y]. 
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‘I’he second part, in particular, implies that l(D”,‘-6) 2 Z(D) for arbitrar! 
filters 9. On the other hand DA/+ 2 D,, 2~ D, namely the ring 
where ri ranges over all elements D; hence 
as required. 
Remark. The main part of this theorem is also a consequence of general 
considerations in formal logic. 
2. The Matrix Ring D(t),, 
\Ve shall denote by K = D, the ring of all n x 71 matrices over a division 
ring D, and C be a subfield of the center of D. Let C(CX) be a finite dimensional 
commutative extension of C. The ring R[t] will denote the ring of all polyno- 
mials in a commutative indeterminate t, and it will be identified with the 
n n matrices over D[t]. 
The purpose of the following lemma is a preparatory remark on the 
structure of certain rings of quotients of R[t], which will be useful in the 
study of the behavior of the rational identities under scalar extension. 
LEMMA 4. The ring R[t] has a unique ring of quotients R(t) containing 
all elements of the form q lp (and pqpl) with 9 a non-zero divisor of R[t]. 
Furthermore, q -~~ q[t] can he chosen to be a polynomial in D[t]. R(t) is canonically 
isomorphic with D(t), , where D(t) = {&‘;f, g E D[t]) is the Cire ring ?f 
quotients ofD[t] (e.g. [9], p. 31). 
Remark. The uniqueness of R(t) means that every ring containing R[t] 
and in which every regular element of R[t] has an inverse, then the ring 
R[t] and its inverses generate a ring which is canonically isomorphic with R(t). 
Proof. It is now classical that rings with maximum condition like R[t] 
have a ring of quotients, but for our purpose we need an explicit construction 
which will be given independently of the general result. 
Let p[t], q[t] E R[t] be two nonzero elements and p[t] be a nonzero divisor 
in R[t]. We assert first the validity of the ijrc condition: i.e., the existence 
of elements ~[t], v[t] t R[t] and u[t] a nonzero divisor (actually a diagonal 
matrix p[t] . I, p[t] E D[t]) satisfying: (4.1) p[t] u[t] = q[t] v[t]. Indeed, first 
we prove the existence of a matrix g[t] such that pg = o[t] I is a diagonal 
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matrix and 0 + ~[t] E D[t]. To this end, let p = (P,~), pin E D[t] and consider 
the 79 homogeneous equations 
i, k = I , ‘. ., n, in n2 + 1 indeterminates x,,,< , y, k : I, ..., N. This set has a 
nontrivial solution in the division ring D(t) (the ring of quotients Iof D[t]) 
as the number of indeterminates is greater then the number of equations. 
By multiplying with a common denominator we can assume that the solution 
J-,1/, g,ia[t], y  = a[t] belong to D[t]. That can be written in a matrix form 
kf: c~ . I, ,y = (g?,,.). Finally 0 :,!I 0 since p is not a zero divisor. After 
choosing a[!] and noticing that the element u -rq,,, in D(t), where 9 = (qik), 
can be written in the form wiI~z,i.!, we obtain by taking a common multiple of 
all 2,1T the relation O-ryii; -~~= ~L,,,v -‘; u;,, 5 D[t], z’ t D[t]; and consequently 
$J~ZL =~ (QZL~~,.) -~: (q,,?.~) = qv as required. 
The general construction of the ring of quotients (which in our cast is 
clearly both right and left) follows now readily from (4.1) which is the ijre 
condition. Furthermore, the clement p-‘y === ~-1 can be identified with the 
matrix (zL,~+o’ r) in Zj(t),L , from which one deduces easily the rest of the lemma. 
The uniqueness follows easily. 
LEMMA 5. Let C(a) be a$nite extension of Cgenerated by a single element iu, 
and riT, : R[t] - R <&. C(e) be the homomorphism v,(y[t]) = q[a], then; 
(I) The set R,(t) :== {q[t] p-‘[t]; p[ ] a: re u ar in R @ C(a)} is a sub+ of g 1 
the ring of quotients R(t) of R[t]. 
(2) The homomorphism 7~~ cnn be extended uniquely to a homom’orphism 
ra : R,(t) + R ~5 C(a) by setting ~Jy[t] p -l[t]) ~-= q(a) p-‘(a). Furthermore, if 
r(t) c R,,(t) is such that nJr(t)] = r(3) is regular, then r-*(t) E R,(t). 
First we prove the following ore condition which holds in R[t]: for two 
polynomials p[t], q[t] E R[t] and such that p[a] is regular in R I@ C(a), there 
exists u[t], v[t] E R[t] (and v[t] can be chosen to be a polynomial in D[t]) 
such that: 
(5.1) pu : ‘IV and ~(a) is regular in R ‘3 C(a). 
(=\) Indeed, as in the preceding proof we consider the n2 homogenous 
equations 
2 PiAxAi; - Y6ik = O 
n 
in n’ + 1 indeterminates xAic, y, k := 1, ..., n. We have already shown that 
these equations have a nontrivial solution in D[t]. Choose among all possible 
solutions, a solution for which 7’ = p[t] is of minimal degree. There exists 
such a p[t] / 0, and furthermore p[a] is regular; if this is not the case and p[#x] 
is 3 zero divisor (or zero )in I? c .‘I C’(m) then \vc’ haI-c a polynomial 0[t] such 
that u(a) .’ 0 and (5.2) pit] “[f] ~~ f[t] lr[t], where ,f[t] is tile minimal poly- 
nomial of LY over i‘, and in particular.f[t] F (‘[l]. H ~IICL’, the equations \iclil 
p[t] x[t] a[t] 0 (moclf[f] R[t]) 
and. therefore, 
p[a] (x[z] U[il]) ~~ 0. 
Now p was assumed to be regular in R I<) C(a), hence S[CX] U[X] 7~ 0, or 
equivalently: 
(5.3) "ir[fl "[tl -fltlgi,.[~l in D[t]. By the minimality of the degree of 
I p[t] wc can get that all ,x;Jt] and p[t] 1 c 0 not have a nontrivial common 
right divisor, and thus, as D[t] is a principal ideal ring, 
for some “R!,, , X t D[t]. Soticing that f[t] helong to the center of II[t] \vc 
ol)tain by (5.2) and (5.3) that 
and therefore u[a] z 0, which is a contradiction. 
(rq Next we prove that if p[f], sI[t], . . . ..y.,,[t] E lI[t] such that p[~] is 
regular then there exist polynomials c![t], x,[f], .... ~,,~[t] c /I[t] such that 
7fa] is regular and pzl, R,c for i I, .“, WI. 
‘The case PZ ~~ 1 is included in (AI) for X I). The general cast is proTed 
by induction: Let pzc, ‘~)Z’~ ( i 1) ..‘, 77? 1, .uJti] regular, then choose 
p’zc (s,,,T~) T)? with ca[a] regular. ‘I’hus p(~0~e.J -- ,~i(~1z~2), and (B) is proxd 
\I-ith u, m=- ZL’,ZJ~ and u,,, ~~~ ZL’. 
‘I’he proof of the iirc condition (5.1) is now completed with the aid of (-A) 
and (U) since ps = p . 1 and pz~ q(r. I) so that p(x2.L) :~= q(v. 1). 
‘I’he general construction of the ring of quotients with the help of the 
iire condition shows easily that R,(t) is a subring of the complete ring of 
quotients R(t). 
‘I’0 prove (2) we set 
ddtl P -‘[fl) 421 Aal ’ 
and p[a] 1 exists in R <Z C(m). Th e construction of the ring of quotients and 
the existence of the preceding iirc condition (5.1) yields readily that nT is 
well-defined and that it is a homomorphism. AIs an example presenting the 
general method of proof of this assertion we show that 7~, preserves addition: 
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Let g,f;t, gzf;t E f?(t), then g,f;t / g,f;t = (g,v + gau) (,f,r~) -r where 
r,u mpfrz~. By (5.2) it follows that ~T,z‘ ~ z(a) can be chosen to be regular in 
K $$ C(B); hence since fr(cx) is regular-the sum belongs to K,(r’). Now 
(rr,.fJ (V-U) = (7~,fr) (~~7:) since 7~, is a homomorphism in R 3 C(a), and 
we get by starting with the rules of addition and multiplication in K ~5) C(a): 
To complete the proof of (2) let r(t) -fg-’ E R, such that rriT,v =f(cu) g(a)-’ 
is regular in R @ C(a), thenJ( a is necessarily also regular. Othervvise ) : 
n&(t) . n,f(f) = h(4.~(4 = 0 
for some h(a) # 0; this will yield r&(Izr) = ~Jz~~Y = 0, but r(a) is regular 
and hence h(a) = 0, which is a contradiction. Now the regularity of f(a) 
yields that 
r -’ = g[t].f-‘[t] E R,[t] q.e.d. 
Finally, it is evident that 7~, is the only possible extension of the homo- 
morphism given by: p[t] -$[a] of D[t] into II :3 C(U) to R,(t). 
Let R = D,, , CC I( be a subfield of the center of /I. Let k’(a) a finite 
cstcnsion of K. R(t) and R,(t) will denote as in the preceding lemma with 
he replacing C. i.e., 
K(t) 2 R,(t) = {p9-r; 9[~] regular in K (‘xjK K(a)). 
LEMMA 6. Let y  : C[x, y] + R(t) be an admissible homomorphism of 
C[.r; y] into R(t) such thut ~(C[S; y]) (: Z?,,(t), then n,>v : C[s; y] ~--f R (3, k-(w) 
is admissible. 
Conversely, let 4’, : C[S; y] -+ R aK K(a) b e an admissible homomorphism 
c/rid choose any p,(t) t R,(t) satisfying #(xi) = pj(a) = rr,p,(t) then theve 
e.ukt.s a unique homomorphism v  : C[x; y] -+ R,,(t) sfltisfyitg p(.Yci) = pi(t), 
which is udmissible, urzd then r,p, = 4 holds. 
Proof. The first part follows immediately from the fact that ~.JJI is well 
defined, and nuu(qi) = 0 for all the generators qi of I,, , i.e., rm~ is admissible, 
since ~(9,) -:= 0. 
The proof of the converse requires the completion p of the following 
commutative diagram where i is the injection of R,(t) into R(t), and i-l is 
defined only on the proper subring R,(t). 
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To this end, we first obtain F through a stcpwise definition by passing from 
C[x;yl ) ..’ ,y{-J to C[x;yl ) . . ..yJ. 
Define FO : C[.Y] - R,(t) ( vv  lh crc no y’s are involved), the homomorphism 
determined by qo(mi) ~~ pi(t). That is 
(P”xILL.1 =_ ,dPi[fll. 
Suppose ‘PO, 7% > .-., yi-r were defined with the following properties: 
(6.1) y, : C[x; ~1 , . ..> yj] --F K,(t) is a homomorphism, 
(6.2) ~~ induces v,( for k -C j on C[T; J-, , ..., yk] 
(6.3) vj(qj) mu y,(yjPf[“; Jj1 > .“> J’j I] ~- J) = 0. 
(6.4) rapj is equal to the restriction of Q/J on C[X; yr , ..., y,] 
IVe then define pi satisfying the same proper-tics as follows: Consider 
$w% Yl , -..> Y&,1) z ~r<iv; I(Pi[“; ?, ...> J3;-13), 
which is regular in R 3 C(a), since its inverse is $(y,) because #(y,p, I ) 0 
Hence, the polynomial 
yi-1(Pt[“; 3’1 , ... ,vi-*I) --zfi(t) E ~~ti(q 
has an inversef,(t)-r in K,(t) by (2) of I ,emma 5. Extend vi-r which is defined 
on C[x;y, ... , yi-r] to a homomorphism vi : C[X; yr , .-., yJ + K,(t) by 
adding the image: vz(yi) --fi(t)-r. 
Clearly pi satisfies now (6. I), (6.2), and (6.3) of our requirements, since in 
particular 
Yi(YiPik Yl 7 *..7 yiel] - I) = y,(yi) . (flL&Q) ~- 1 -j-;-‘f2 - 1 = 0. 
To prove (6.4), we observe that 
4(Yi) = dOi)-l = [TeVi-lPzl-l z T~(%Pi)-’ = TuYi(Yi) =jJa)-‘, 
and for all the other generators of C[s; yr , ..., yL] we assumed that 
$ = rUvi = r=r~~-r , hence 4 = rayi on the whole ring. 
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Clearly cpO itself is well defined and satisfies the above conditions (with the 
obvious modifications), and thus we can continue with the procedure and 
finally get cp = ‘prr , which satisfies the lemma. 
The method of constructing ~~ actually shows that p is uniquely deter- 
mined. For let (P : C[x; y] + R,(t) satisfying the lemma and let p.ii be its 
restriction to C[x;yl , ..., yi]. From the assumption that 
p(4 = Pt(4 (= PO(%)) 
it follows that q0 = p0 . Suppose, +, = ‘p, for j = 0, ..., i - 1, then as 
above we find that since qiel = 9LP1 and P, is admissible that: 
Hence, 
R(Yi) = vi-l(Pi)Y = Pi(Yih 
where the second equality is known by its definition. Consequently $ji = y’i 
and @ = & : qua = p which completes the proof. 
The preceding proof, and the relations (6.1)-(6.3), actually yield a general 
description of the method of obtaining all IO-admissible homomorphism of 
C[x; y] into a ring R, and where I,, -= (sj), qj -=yipj[x;yl , ...,y+J - 1. 
This method is summarized in the following lemma, whose proof is already 
included in the preceding lemma. 
LEMMA 7. An admissible homomorphism q~ : C[x; y] -+ R is uniquely 
determined by the induced homomorphism vO : C[x] + R, i.e., by the elements 
&xJ = Ye E R and then vi : C[x; y1 , ... , yi] is given by the extension of 
qfPl and setting 
W(Yi) = %dPi-l[T Yl ) ...Y Yi-11)-l. 
Conversely, any v,, : C[x] ---f R gives rise to an IO-admissible homomorphism if 
the elements ~)~(p~[x;y~ , -.., y,]) have inverses in R, and where the vj are 
defined successively extending pi to ~~~~ and dejning 9, ,ml(yi+l) = vj(pj)-l. 
3. Rational Zdentities under Scalar Extensions 
Our first result in this direction is: 
THEOREM 8A. Let R = D, be a C-algebra (C infinite) then 
Z(R) = I(R[t]) = Z(R(t)). 
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Pmof. Consider the direct product A”, namelk the ring of all fmlctions _r 
f : C-+ H. The polynomial ring R[t] is naturally cmbcdded in RC hp replac- 
ing the formal polynomial Y[t] by its functional definition, that is 
Y[t] (c) = r[c] for all c F C. Since C‘ is infinite 1-[t] (c) -~~ O for all c if and only 
if r[t] = 0; hence R[t] can Ix considered as a suhring of RC‘. 
<‘onsidcr the following subsets of C’: to each ~[t] $ 0 let 
S,. -= (c; y[c] regular in /?}.I 
‘I’he set of all S, , Y[“] regular in R[t] form the base of a filter: indeed, if ~[t] 
is regular then as in the proof of Lemma 4, there exists a polynomial s[t] 
such that r[t] s[t] ~~~ p[t] . 1, p[t] ; 0 in /)[t]; hence S, contains at least all c 
for which p[c] # 0, which is clearly a complement of a finite set and therefore 
‘3, f  0. Furthermore, if u[L], z[t] -1 ‘11 c rt u ar elements then uz is also regular ‘g 1 
and thus S,, n S,. S,,,. -+ W. 
Let .F {S} be an ultrafilter of sulxets of (’ containing the sets 
{S,; Y regular); one can always find such a filter since the set (S,) is a filter- 
base. Our next step is to show that K[t] as well as R(t) can he embedded in 
RC!‘.F. 
A polynomial ~[t] z~m 0 (mod 3) if and only if r[t] = 0 in R[t]; for let 
~[t] =- (rik[t]) f  0 and say ~~~[t] mi: 0. ‘I’1 1~’ set ,5’, of all c for which I~,[c] y  0 
belongs to the filter as it is identical with a set S, with u yll . 1 the 
diagonal matrix having /,I1 in the diagonal. I f  Y[I] 0 (mod 3) then hy 
definition S, = {c; T[C] 0: ~3, and, therefore, S, n .Yo 7’: 0; hut for 
f E S, n S,, T[C] (rii[f]) f 0, 
since Y~JC] -/ 0, which is a contradiction. ‘L’his proves tllat 
R[t] - RC ---• RC,“9 is also a monomorphism, and we shall identify R[t] and 
its image in RC/3. 
Every regular element r[t] c R[t] has a11 inverse in fZ”:.F; indeed, T[C] ’ 
exists in R for all c t S,; hence define f E R” hy setting f(c) ~~ T[C] -’ fol 
c E S,. and zero elsewhere, then fr : vf 1 (mod .P). Thus the uniqueness 
of R(t) proved in lemma 4 implies that R[t] C R(t) C RC;‘.F. 
It follows now immediately from theorems I and 3 that 
Z(R) 2 I(R[t]) 2 [[R(t)] 3 Z(RC’.F) = I(R), 
which proves our theorem. 
THEOREM 8B. Let R = D, be C-algebras (C and injiaite field) and 
K 2 C be the center of I). I,et k’(m) b e (1~ a[yebraic extension of C then 
Z(R) = I[R (& K(m)]. 
1 Compare with [4] Theorem IS. 
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Proof. K C R ax K(a) by identifying Y with Y [3 I, hence it follows 1~~ 
theorem 1 that Z(R) 1 Z[R OK S(m)]. 
r 3 IO prove that Z[R $1 k’(a)] 7 Z(R), we consider a polynomial 
p[z; y] q! Z[R d k’(a)]. Hence, there c&s an admissible homomorphism 
4 : C[x; y] -+ R OK K(a) for which 4(p) # 0. It follows now by lemma 6 
that 4 =: rep: for some admissible homomorphism qz : C[s; y] -+ R(t). ‘I’his 
clearly implies that also u(p) +,+ 0, and thus p 6 Z(R(t)), which is qua1 to 
Z[R(t)] by the preceding theorem, Hence 
Z(R) = Z[R(t)] _C Z[R 6 K(n)] 
and the theorem is proved. 
1Ve are now in position to prove the main result of this section. 
THEOREM SC. Let R = D, , C C K and K be the center of D, and let H 
be afield containing K then Z(R) = Z(R OK H). 
Proofs. Since R C R OR H, it follows that Z(R @jK H) G Z(R). To prove 
the converse we first note that we can assume that ZZ is finitely generated (as a 
field) over C. Indeed, let p[.q y] $Z(R SJ N) th en there exists an admissible 
homomorphism $J : C[X; y] - R @?J~ ZZ such that #(p) f  0. The imdetcr- 
minates xi , yj which appear in the polynomials 
of Z, and in p[z, y] are finite, and thus all these 4(q) and $(yj) belong to 
R @ HO , for some finitely generated subfield H, of II. As the other images 
#(&v,]) are irrelevant, we can replace # by a homomorphism of C[,v; ~$1 into 
R @::K ZZ, and we still have I&) # 0. By p roving our theorem for a finitely 
generated extension we get Z(R) r Z(Z? i:;,k7 ZZa), which yields that p[.v, y] @Z(R) 
and, therefore, Z(R) L Z(Zi ,>jK ZZ). 
Let ZZ,, 2 ZZ, 2 K, ZZt be a purely transcendental extension of C of finite 
transcendence degree, and ZZ(, be a finite algebraic extension of ZZI, . I f  
Ii, ~~ K(t, , ..‘, t,.), then we prove by induction on Y that Z(R) C I(R @I I/,): 
for Y =_ 1, R _C R 13)K K(t) C R(t), hence 
Z(R) 2 Z[R $$) K(t)] 2 Z(R(t)) == Z(R). 
I,et K(t, , ..., tr) be the ring obtained from K by adjoining successively 
t ..., t, , i.e., R(t, , ..., t,.) = R(t, , ..., f,-r) (tr) which is well defined, since 
&induction and by lemma 4 one shows that 
R(t, , .*I> L1) = D(t, > ..., L&z and D(h > . . . . tr) = Wt, > ...j 4-A (44 
is a division ring. 
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It is also easily verified by induction that I(K) -~: I(K(t, , ..., t,,)); hence, 
since 
R CR (22 K(t, , -.., t,) =~~ K s,: Ii, :r R(t, , . . . . f,) 
K 
it follows that 
Z(R) 2 Z(R @ ZZl) 2 Z(R(r, , .‘., ‘(.) ~- I(R), 
K 
vvhich proves the first case. 
Ixt 
The center of D, is K(t, , ..., fr) := Zf, . Moreover, since 
R C R @ H C 12, @ H, 
K HI 
we get 
Z(R) 2 Z(R p N) 2 I(R, c$ H), 
and it is sufficient to prove that the last is equal to 1(&Z,), which has been 
already shown to be equal to Z(R). Thus it remains to prove our theorem for 
the case: J1 m= K(ol, , ..., a,,,) a finite algebraic extension of the center K of D. 
This is carried on by induction on IZ: 
R @ K(ol,, ..., 01~) is well-known to be a matrix ring over a division ring 
(not necessarily of the same order n as R = D,,) whose center is K(ol, , ..., aj). 
Hence, if 
Z(R) = Z(R 8 K(a, , ..., mj)) 
1s assumed, then it follows by Theorem 8B that 
with K, = K(ol, , ..., a,), and this completes the proof of the theorem. 
Remark. For further references we need to consider the following facts: 
Let D be a division ring and U, a two commutative indeterminates. The ring 
of the polynomials D[u, v] is without zero divisors, and the iire condition 
follows from the fact that D[u, v] C D,[v], where D,, = D(U) is a division 
ring; hence, p, 9 E D[u, U] then pr = gs with Y, s E D,,[v] and by multiplying 
the coefficients of the powers of ZI in Y[u], s[z)] by a common right multiple 
of the denominators appearing we get p7 = qi and 7, i E D[u, ~1. This 
proves that D[u, v] has a unique ring of quotient D(u, v), but since 
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D[u, zj] 2 D,,[z~] and the latter has a unique ring of quotients D,(v) there is 
a canonical embedding of D(u, E) in D,,(a); on the other hand D(u, ZJ) 2 D,,[zl], 
hence it is easily verified that this embedding is an isomorphism. Thus we 
shall use henceforth the identification D(u, V) :m O,l(zl) =:= D,,(U). 
\\:e end this section with a different case where the set of rational identities 
do not change. 
THEOREM 9. Let ij be a T,-topological division ring whose center contains C. 
If D is a dense division subring of D then I(U) == I(D). 
Proof. Since D 2 II, it follows that I(D) 2 Z(D). So let p[x,y] #I(a) 
then there exists an admissible homomorphism @ : C[.r, y] + fl such that 
(~-i(p) f  0, we wish to show that there exists an admissible homomorphism 
ye : C[s; JJ] + D such that g;(p) ;/~ 0, which does imply that p $1(D) and, 
therefore, I(D) C I(a) and the theorem is proved. 
To this end, we first observe that it is enough to determine the image of 
I, T(J,,) only for the finite set of the indeterminates xi , yj , which are 
involved in the basic polynomials yi z yip2 ~~~ I of I,, and in p[x; y]: 
Recall that II has a system of neighborhoods { C~-j of zero such that n CT = 0, 
and the neighborhoods of an element ti of I. are of the form 6 ~- I’; and also 
addition, multiplication and the mapping x--f s ’ are continuous functions. 
Let v;(.xJ di , cij(y,) 7 C, , we start with given neighborhoods f’(j,), 
l-(j) whcrc p[d; 81 = j and /~,[a, , .c, , ..., ?,,-J - j, , which escludes the 
zero, and choose I/-(aJ, 1 -(Fi) neighborhoods of & , ij such that pj[d, e] IF r-(j,) 
and p[~/, e] E I-($) for all di E !.(~i~), e, ty I -(F~). This is possible since polyno- 
mials of the form f[x;y] are continuous; and from that p[A, 51 +m 0 and 
p,[ci, t] L 0 (since Fj$, 1) we can find l’(j,) and T7(j) which c~clu~d~s the 
zero. Sow @, m1 ~~ ji t l-(j<), hence we can choose smaller neighbo’rhoods 
I .(Fii) of FL which will satisfy also I *(F<) 1 C l-(j,). 
Returning to the admissible homomorphism i; : C[x, y] + fl let 
and 
cp(P?) =PL[4 4 =Pt , q(p) =p[d, e] =p # 0. 
Since polynomials are continuous functions for any neighborhood L’(j) of fi 
(which will be chosen to exclude zero) there exist li,(&), V,-,(Cf) such that for 
any d, t I;(jJ, ei E I’,(&) we have p[d, e] E V(j). Since Qz = 1, ,ci f  0. 
!l:e begin choosing neighborhoods of 2, , Cj , each of which will be included 
in the previous ones and will satisfy additional conditions. We start with 
V”(e,): 
Fix V&e,), and choose now smaller neighborhoods VI(&) _C V,,(&) and 
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for all di E V,(dJ, e, 6 I,(Fj), with tlris method we finally can get a set of 
V(L?~), li(Fj) such that for all di E T’(di), e, E l-(Fl) UT have pi[d, e] E L’(gJ’ 
or equivalently; pi[d, e] -I E V(e;), and aiso p[d, e] E V(j). 
‘10 conclude the proof, WC choose dj G V(d,) CT 11 whose existence follows 
by the density of Ii in D, and successively M-C set 
II\;uw the homomorphism 9 : C[&Y, JJ] -+ 11 given by F”(.Y~) ::: cti , v(j’j) =- e, 
will give q(p) :=: p[d, e] E I,-(j), and therefore y(p) $ 0, i.e., p[x, y] 6 I(U) 
and the proof is completed. 
JVe are interested in particular in the following application of the last result, 
T,et D(t) denote the ring of all formal poivers series: f(t) : 3, _,,i C&P, 
(cl,,, + 0) xvitll at most a finite number of negative powers of f. ‘I’his is a com- 
plcte metric space \I;ith respect to the \Auation IJ‘ 11 f I’! and it is casil) 
verified (and well known) that f1{Q is 3 T,-topological division ring; moreover, 
the ring of quotients D(t) is dense in /){!I_. 
Applying now Theorem 8~4 and Theorem 9 for fi my: D(tl, and D(t) repla- 
cing D, \vc get: 
COROLLARY 10. If R is a division ring zc;ith an infinite center C, then 
I(D) = l[D(t)] 7= Qw>). 
4. Rational Identities of Finite Dimensional Central Simple Algebras 
The results of the preceding section leads now to one of the main results 
of the first part: 
THEOREM Il. Let C c K be the center of a central simple algebra D, and 
(/I : K) -- n* < CG, then I(D) = I(C,,) --: I(HJ for my field I-I containing C. 
Proof. Choose L 2 K any splitting field of D, i.e., 1) ;3KL ==I~, and 
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hence by Theorem 8 I(D) m= Z(L,,). Since L 2 C, I,,, -~-I, 0 C,, , and 
I/,, =: H I$) C,, . Applying again Theorem X, we have I(L,,) [(C,,) -= /(II,,). 
which proves our result. 
Remark. The rational identities I(D) involve coefficients only in CI, but 
we could replace C by any proper infinile subfield P or any ficld containing P 
and Theorem I I will bc still valid and I(f)) = 1(1’>,), \vhen we consider only 
identities with cocthcients in P. 
In case of complete matrix rings C,, we can prove more: 
'Iki30REM 12. (1) 1(G) ~4G+d. 
(2) p[x; y] E Z(C,) if and only ~y.fo~ atzy x, theve c&s an integer m (inde- 
pendent of .v,,) such that 
0 = (.qp)“’ - 2 al,y3b7i = j[.x; 3’1 
is a polynomial relation in C,, . 
I’voof. Let C be the algebraic closure of C then Ir(C,, i) = I((?,, +J. 
Consider, the set of polynomials qi[x, y] = y,pi - I then the fact that 
p[.v; 391 E I((?,, LI) is equivalent to the statement that p[x; r] vanishes for all 
zeros of the polynomials q,[.v; r] which lit in CT,, i . ISy Corollary I of [3] 
it follows that p[.v; ?I] has the same property for all zeros which lie in e,: 1 
k : 77 + I , and in particular this proves that 1(c’i,(+i) C [(C,,). The equality 
does not hold as there arc polynomial identities in C,, which do not hold in 
Ci! 1, e.g.,p[x] = [x1 , ..., x2,,] X -1 .v,, , ..., x,ln the standard identity ([Ill) 
l~urthermore, the results of [3], and in particular Lemma 4 and Theorem 3 
show that p[x, r] E I(C,,) if and only if it belongs to the Jacobson I:= nil) 
t-adical of C[x; U~];‘(l,, + W,,) where 1, the ideal generated by the qi , and !I.&, 
is the ideal of all polynomial identities in .Y and 3’ of (r;, . The fact that this 
radical is nil proves part (2) of our theorem. 
Incidentally, this yields also a different proof of (I), since W,,+i C!)Jt,, , 
hence there exists a homomorphism 
C[s; 4’]j(f” --t !u~,,+,) --f C[x; J-1: (1, ~1 !N,,) 
which will map the radical into the radical, and thus I(C,,) J I(C), , i). 
This result provides a satisfactory solution for determining the rational 
identities of a finite dimensional central simple algebra as it reduces it to the 
problem of all polynomial identities of complete matrix rings. \Ve turn now 
to the last stage of dealing with division algebras which are infinite over their 
ten tcr and with an infinite center. 
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5. Rational Identities of’ IAvision l-&p Injinite over Their Center 
In a previous paper [4] we considered 3 division algebra /I over its center 
K 2 C and a finite or infinite set of norlcommutative entities 3i , z2 , . . . . and 
we formed the free product I) * /<[.-I 11 z~’ with /C amalgamated. ‘l’hc 
elements of I1C.v were of the form 
and the ring was shown to be a ring without zero divisors (Theorem 15, 141) 
and embeddable in a division ring. 
The imbeddability of I),fx a ~vas proved by applying a general method of 
using ultra-filters to show that I);,- can be embedded in an ultra product 
DAiF. This method has been alreadv used, in a slightly more general form, 
in the proof of Theorem 8‘4. 
Summarizing, this method---in our case, Eve consider -A (0) to be the set 
of all D-homomorphisms cr : DC z, + I), and embedding f1 in DA by setting 
p(z) (CJ) = cr(p(z, ) to he th e image of p in I1 under cr. ‘l’his cmhedding \vas a 
monomorphism, as it was shown that n Ker 4 ~~- 0. One considers in .-1 the 
subsets S, (u; o(p) + 0; for all p -\ 0 in l&z,;. These sets form a base of a 
filter and one chooses any ultra-filter .F containing the sets S,, . The cmbed- 
ding of D(z ,’ in DA inducts an imbedding in DA,I,F and the latter is a division 
ring since .F is an ultra-filter. 
For our purpose, in view of (3) of ‘Theorem 3, WC state: 
LEMMA 13. D(z) can be embedded in a division ring Q (= DA/S) and 
I(D) == I(D(z)) = I(Q). 
Indeed, WC have D C I)< ,z: C: Q and I(/)) 2 r(D(z,‘) J I(Q) I(D). 
Remark. Note, that in the proof of this remark one does not have to 
assume that C’ is an infinite field, but this will be assumed for the rest of this 
section. 
As a first step in proving the main result, we show 
LEMMA 14. Let E 2 D be the division ring whose center K contains 
the infinite field C. If (D : K) = co, then I(E) = I(D). 
The proof will he carried in five steps: 
(I) Consider the ring K = D(z) and the power series ring R(t)’ con- 
sisting of all power series with non-negative powers of t, then 
I(D) = I(l?{t}-) = z(Q{t) ‘), 
where Q is the division ring of the preceding lemma containing I?. 
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Indeed, R C R{t)+~ C Q{t} + Cs Q(f). Hence, it follows that 
but now I(R) = I(Q) = Z(D) by the prcceding lemma, and [((Q(t)) = Z(Q) 
by Corollary 10, and our assertion is proved. 
(II) Let 7~~ : R(t) - -* R be the homomorphism which maps 2; r,t” ---t Y,, , 
i.c., “r&t) = r(O), then clearly r(t) E R(t) +~ has an inverse in R{t] i if and only 
if z-“(r(t)) E R has an inverse in R, and if 
and thus T,,(Y) = r,, and T,,(Y-I) :-= r;‘. 
(III) Let T : C[x; y] - D be an admissible homomorphism and let 
r(p) # 0 for some p E C[x; y]. Consider a commutative indeterminate u 
over D, then there exists an admissible homomorphisms # : C[x; y] ---f D(U) 
generated by the correspondence #(xi) = T(.x~) u and it satisfies z-,# = T, 
z(p) 4 0, where r1 : n,(u) - D is the homomorphism of Lemma 5 given by 
~l(f(U)dV) =f(l)g(l)Y 
for g(l) # 0. 
Indeed, let 7i : C[x; y,, *..,yJ - U, i > 0, be the restriction of 7 to 
C[x; y, ) ..., yJ. Let #a : C[x] + D(u) given by $,,(xi) = T(XJ u then clearly 
T~I,!J~ := 7”. Assume that we have defined I+$ : C[x; y1 , ..., yi] --f D such that 
$,(yjpj ~- I) = 0 for j : I, ..., i and ~i#[ -= 7i , and we want to define 
?4 1: 
As T is admissible 
~,(Yi+lPi&;Yl , . . ..Yil - 1) = 0 
and, therefore, T&-J # 0. Consequently, since x1+1 = 7i , I,@,,.~) # 0 
and 0 # ~~#,(p,+~) which means that $,(pjl,)-r E Dl(u). Define &+i on 
C[.r; y1 ) . . . . yi+r] to be equal to & on C[x; yi , ..-, yi] and 
A+l(YiLl) = $i(Pi~L,)-‘. 
This clearly means that 
~19i+dYi+J = Ti(Piil)Y := T(P,+&’ = Ti+dYi+J 
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from which it follows that nl$,, i T,+~ . \f7ith this method MY can start with 
4 0 , and continue to get $ p,, . Finally 7r!$(p) T(p) ; 0, hence l)(P) .. 0. 
(IV) I,ct I),, D(u), $J : C’[.v, y] -+ D(zL) an admissible homomorphism 
and I),,; 2~ is the free product I),, .. A,,[,-], then there exists an admissible 
homo~norpllism cp : C’[ r; y] + I),,< z It; such that p(s,) t,b(si) TV’, and 
7royz il, where 7i,,(P(t)) p(O) is tl 1c’ t iorr~omorpl~is~~~ given (II). 
Indeed, WC’ shall denote as ahove, by 6, the restriction of$ to C[s; y1 , ...,yL] 
and define CJJ~ , 95, , ..., successively such that 7r+pr = $, and y,,(y,p, ~~~ 1) 0. 
Put c,D,,(,x~) $(xi) ( tc, then clearly cro defines a homomorphism 
Clx] z I),, z {t; ‘. Suppose y,, , ‘.., CT, have been defined satisfying these 
properties, then since $ is admissible. 
and hence+;, l(yi, 1)m1 = J,i,,(p,+,) ~ $,(P,,~) -7~ 0. Now, ~~p~‘i(p~, J ~~ Gi(pz ‘J 
-f 0. Hence by (11) v,(pi, 1) has an inverse in I),,c’u”/ (tl , with n,pi(p7 +l) 1 
(T&P, J-I. Define now ‘pi-, C,D, on (‘[x; et!1 , ..‘I yi] and Y)~ i.l(yi~tJ 
‘pi(PCI I) I? and as in the proof of (III) one veril’lcs that CP, I satisfies our 
requirements and cp ~~ vn is the homomorphism rcquircd. 
(V) Let h : C[x; y] pf E 1 3~’ an admissible homomorphism, and consider 
the homomorphism 0 : C[.V; y] + E(t) generated as in (III) by the mapping 
4%) h(x,) t and such that n,& A. I:inally, there is a well-defined homo- 
morphism 0 : D,,(z) {t) ---b E!,‘,,it)m , \vllcre I;{( fi’(~) is gi1 en by setting 
p(d) --=- d for n t lI,L , ~(2,) h(x;), and p(t) t. ‘I’hcn given 7 : C,‘[.x; y] + !I, 
h : C[x; T] ---f I{ admissible Ilolrlornorpiliams, the homomorphism 
pp : qx; T; m--f I;:,,(t)- is a wcl-defined admissihlc homomorphism and 
pq(s,) ~~~ UT(X~) ;- h(.z!). LVe also note that pq(i’[.r]) i B[u, t], the ring of all 
polynomials in 21 and t, and p~(C[~v; y]) 5 I?‘,, Ifi 1 . 
X\‘o\v IC,,{tl ’ i R,,{!j and the latter is a division ring; and since py(yr) are 
obtained by using addition, multil)lication and inverses~-py;(C[x; y]) must 
lie in the division ring gCnfZleiltCd 1)~ /:‘[u, 11, which is uniquely dcter- 
mined: namely the division ring R(u, t) of all quotients iy I, f ;  g ; 0 in 
E[u, t] (l&mark on p. 16). 
1V:e cm turn now to the proof of the theorem: Let (J[.Y; y1 , ..., y,,] and 
1” = ((/, 1 -..7 c/n), q, J’;pl[x; y1 ) .‘., 4’i- ,] ~-- 1 
as given in the beginning. ‘IXc proof will be carried out by induction on n- 
the number of yi appearing in I,, . The case 12 0, when there are no y’s, 
a polynomial p[x] t 1(D) if p[s] m=m 0 is a polynomial identity in I); hut then 
it follows from Kaplansky’s theorem that since (D : Center) mu: CC there are 
no such identities (e.g., [lo], p. 226), consequently 0 I(D) c1(E). On the 
other hand D C E implies that Z(E) cl I(D); hence Z(B) I(D) 0. 
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Suppose the lemma has been proved for rational identities which involve 
only n - I y’s First we observe as before that D C I{ implies Z(E) cZ(Z1). 
Now let p[x; 4’1 $ Z(E), so there cvists an admissible homomSorphism 
X : C[x; y] + B with h(p) c 0. In particular, this implies that 
u,LG Yl > ***> Yn-111 = XYP 
is not zero; hence p, $ Z,,_,(E) where Z+, are the (fO -) rational idenitties in 
C[x; y1 , ..., yn-J. Here Znn,(E) = Z+r(D) and thus p, 6 Zri+r(D), herrce 
there exists an admissible homomorphism 7” : C[N; y’r , ..., ynPl] - 1) with 
T&) # 0. One extends 7” to T : C[x; yr , ..., y,l] -+ D by setting 
7(y,J = ~&,))r and one gets an admissible homomorphism. 
177th the aid of these h and T we construct as in (V) the homomorphism 
y  : C[x; y] + D,,(z) (t}+, 
so that pp : C[x;y] -+ Z&,(t) (see diagram). As we have seen it is actuallv 
an admissible homomorphism in E,L(f) = E(u, t) with 
pp(xJ = zm(.q) + fA(Xj) 
(\Vc shall use the same notation pi for this map into E(u, t)). Kow B(u, t) 
can be identified with E,(u) where E, E(t) by the remark after Theorem 8C. 
The following diagram covers the mappings constructed in the proof: 
where, 
p(q) = m(xJ -/- tz, 
P”, -7 h(q), p = ident, on t, u and D, and hence 
(prp) (Xi) = m(sJ + th(xJ 
i the injection of E(u, t) into EU{t). 
rrr(t) = 1 is defined on LCl(t) = (fg-r, g(I) f  0). 
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7rou -= 0 is defined on &(o(u, t) := {p9-I, y(t, 0) # 0). 
q.vJ = h(xj) t, and x,0 == A. 
0 defined by a(~,) =-- UT(XJ + th(s,) and satisfying 71”~ := 6, 
C’onsider now the mapping: pi(u) +p,(O) and its e.xtension to a homo- 
morphism 7~” : E&t. u) - E(t) :- R, given in Lemma S (with R --- E(t), 
pi 0). ‘Then 
It follows now by Lemma 4 that the restriction of ~“pq2 to C’[,Y] can be uni- 
qucly extended to an admissible homomorphism D : C[.V; y] mm) E[(u) which 
was obtained in (V) such that TT~CT ;T,,~cJT. how by definition o -7 pp on 
C[.Y]. hence CT~~[.Y] = p;~&) and therefore 
which means that CT ~~~ py also on C’[s; I!~]. C’ontinuing with this process WC 
get pp7 -= 0 holds, also on C[s; JJ]. 
It follows now by that h m_ TT~CT 7r,pp. (‘onsequently, by assumption 
0 ~: h(p) - ~,p&) and hence r,>(p) -;i 0. But, on the other hand, by (IV), 
by (I); which shows that p $ I(D) as otherwise v(p) 0 for all such v. ‘I’his 
concludes the proof that if p $ f(E) then p C$ Z(D), that means that I(D) C I(B), 
and the lemma is proved. 
The following construction will be useful to obtain the main result (‘l’heo- 
rem 16). 
LEMMA 15. Let D be a division ring with center C, then there exists ajield K, 
u finite dimensional central simple division algebra, fl,, of degree n’ over A-, for 
each n I-. 1 and a division algebra II,, conraining both D and /r,, . 
I’loqf. We shall USC noncommutativc polynomials for the construction 
of G$ (For the theory of the noncommutative polynomial see e.g. [9], ch. 2). 
Let h- -: C(& , &, .‘.; q) ~~ C([; ?) t ,e a transcendental field extension 
of C generated by an indeterminate 7 and another infinite set of indetermi- 
nates E1 ) [, , ... . Let I), mm: D(tl , tn, .‘., 7) be the ring of quotients 01 
451 > (2 > ..., 71 for which one readily verifies that it satisfies the iire con- 
dition, and therefore DK exists. 
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Given n, consider the automorphism 8 of K and its extension to Dk- 
generated by the definition: 8(tL) = tie1 for i == 1, 2, ..., IZ ~- 1 and 
W,,) r El > and 9 leaves invariant 7 and all E, for j > n. Thus 9% :- 1. 
Consider now the ring D,[f; ~$1 of all noncommutative polynomials in t with 
coe%cients in t with the defining relation nt _ C+(a) for all a E I>, . 
Kext we assert that tn - 7 is an irreducible polynomial which bclon,os to 
the center of D,[t; 81. 
IiKkWl, 
a(t” - 7) = t’W(a) - qa = (t” ~~ 7) a 
since 8” = 1. and t(trL -- 7) = (f” ~~- q) t since #(rl) ~= 7, hence t” ~~ 7 
belongs to th; center of D,[t; 81. Now t71 ~ q is irreducible in DK[t; 191, for 
let tn - -q = a(t) b(t) with the coeflicients a,, bi of a(t) and b(t) belong to 
D, . By multiplying by a common multiple we get: 
(15.1) (P -- y)g = (PO + tp, + .” -I- trp,) (q. -t tq, -f- “’ + t”Qs) 
g, p, , qj E D[E, ~1, and without loss of generality we may assume that 7 is not 
a common divisor of all pi = pi[[, q] and of all yi p-m yj[[, 71. 
Let p, $ 0 (mod q), be the first k with this property and :similarly 
qn $ 0 (mod T), then clearly also P’(p,) :-= 0 (mod y), j -: R and 
P’(j),,) $ 0 (mod 7). Hence, computing the coefficients of P, u .I k c h 
in (15.1), we find that it is divisible by 7 and the coefficient of 
t”+“ix -= S”(plJ qh $ 0 (mod 7). 11 y  considering the left side of (15.1) we 
see that all coeilicients of tr’, v  <_ n are ---: 0 (mod T), hence we must have 
k + h -= n and g $ 0 (mod 7). Thus k = Y and h -: s, which, in particular, 
assuming r ‘., 0 and .r .. 0, leads to p,, == q0 = 0 (mod v), and therefore 
vg z p,,qO --= O($), which is a contradiction as g $ 0 (mod q). consequently. 
r -= 0 or s : 0, i.e, tTL ~ 77 is irreducible. 
‘l\‘e can consider now the quotient ring D,[t; 8];(tn ~- 7) ~1 D,, , where 
(t” q) is the (both right and left) ideal of all multiples of P - 7. Since 
tn - 7 is irreducible, D, is a division ring. The elements a 1 (t” ~ TJ), a E D, 
constitute a division ring isomorphic with D. Let f17, be the algebra generated 
by classes of the polynomials p[t] E DK[t; 81 whose cocflicients lie in K, then 
I& is a central simple algebra of dimension np over the field II which is 
invariant under 8. Indeed, (K : ZI) _ IZ and the elements of C;Y, can be written 
uniquely in the form &, + tZ, t ... + P’rT, , where 5, == ai /- (t” 7) and 
ai E I<. Thus (CT,, : II) ?z2. Clearly the field H identified with the classes 
mod (P ~- 7) represented by the elements of H-belong to the center of H; 
and conversely, if p(t) =-- a0 -: tcf, + ... :- t71 l&,mm1 , is in the center of &, 
then 
0 -p(t) t - y(t) ~- t(hycq,) - CT”) + ... --t tyqCz,_,) - CL,-,) 
+ y(lqqJ -.- &) 
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hence, a(&) = &, which shows that ai t If, and for Ei , 1 :- i ’ 12 
0 -= p(t) ti ~~ &p(t) = tfq[l ~~~ [,) -I- ... -L tfl -“z,,-,([l - [&) 
Consequently rZ, = 0 for i 0. That is the ccntcr of C7,! : II. 
%EOREM 16. Let D be u C-division algebra injinite over its center then 
I(D) -~~ n;: , I( C,,)‘). In purticulnr, I(D) I(E) .f  or 011 algebras infinite over 
their renter which contuin c’. 
I’YOOf. ‘I’he proof will follow by showing that given /I with (U : C’) %, 
\vc can construct a division algebra CT such that J(Q) n I((‘,,), and a clivi- 
sion algebra I:’ which contains both II and CT; hence, it follows by Lemma 14 
that I(D) -= I(B) -: Z(O) n I(C,,), as it will he shown that Lzl is necessarily 
infinite over its center. 
The construction of Gl is done in the following wad)-: 
Let Z be the integers. and we consider the division algebras II,, of the 
preceding lemma for all 11 E %, and consider the complete direct product 
nn, {f;f(n) t D?,j. Ixt 9” he the filter in % containing as sets all the 
sets UZ% which consist of all multiples of m, and all wz E Z, and choose 9 an 
ultra-filter containing 5,, . From Lemma 2 it follows that ~5 -IID,,/. is a 
division ring. 
‘/‘he division ring I) can be identified v,ith the diagonal, namely with 
4 {fil;f&n) 7 d, d t U;, thus G ‘- I). 
Let Ip( { f;f(n) E G71r,,j that is, the functions whose values lie in the I?,, , 
then clearly CI is canonically isomorphic with IIPi’,,j.F with the same filter .%. 
Hcncc it follocs, by Lemma 2 that /r is a division algebra, and by Theorem 3 
we get 
I(Czr) 3 i;l I(&,). 
I,- 1 
since % belongs to the filter ,%. Kow, I(C7,J L I(C’,) b>- Theorem 11 and the 
fact that r%,, over its center is of dimension II’?. Consequently, 
I(CI) d n ICC:,,) . 
)/ 1 
\\‘e show now that for any set 
:’ Xote that if s.xne of the polynominls p,[,~; J’, , ..., I,,+~] are already rational iden- 
tities of C, , then I(C,) C[.x, y] by definition. 
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Indeed if 
P E n 4C,), WS 
and we choose an arbitrary integer n then S n tzZ # 0 as sets belonging to a 
filter 9. Thus, nm E S which shows that p EI(C,?~~). On the other hand 
c,, 0 c,,, z= G,, , and thus C,,,,, 3 C, (with the same unit) so that 
Z(C,,,,) C I(C,) and, therefore, p c I(C,,). This being true for all n yields that 
q.e.d.” 
‘To conclude the proof, we observe that 6?? is necessarily infinite over its 
center, since otherwise it follows by Theorem 11 that n I(C,,) = I(a) := I(C,) 
for some m. Evidently this leads to a contradiction since it has been already 
pointed out that I(C,,, -r) f  I(C,,,). 
For further reference we prove: 
THEOREM 17. Let D be a C-division algebra (not necessarily infinite over 
its center), then the quotie?zt ring C[x; y],‘I(D) is a ring without zero divisors 
which can be embedded in a division ring a with rational identities I( a) = I(D). 
Proof. Consider, A = {v} the set of all admissible homomorphisms 
p : C[x; y] + D. By definition, n Ker q = f(D). 
The ring C[x, y]/I(D) can be identified with the subring of D” of all 
functions {f?,; p E C[X; y]} where fn(y) = y(p) for all v  t .4 and our theorem 
will follow, by proving that C[.r; y]/r(D) . is a ring without zero divisors. 
Then by the general methods used already several times (Theorem 8A and 
Lemma 13), this suflices to show it is embeddable in DA/3 = T, for some 
ultra-filter 9, the latter is a division algebra and 1(D) = I(D) by Theorem 3. 
I,et p, 9 be two polynomials in C[.Y; y] such that p[z; y] $1(D) and 
q[x, y] 6 I(D), hence there exist two admissible homomorphism q, 4 such 
that I f  0 and $(q) # 0. C onsidcr the division ring D(u, ZJ) obtained by 
adjoining two commutative indeterminates U, v  to D. We now define an 
admissible epimorphism h : C[.Y; y] - D(zr, v) by setting 
h(xJ = up(xi) -f- VgxJ, 
which will also satisfy ~iUnoUX := 4, r~i%r~~‘X = q, where rr,,“, rroz, are the 
extension of the maps u + 0, v  -+ 0 to D(u, V) into D(v), D(u), respectively, 
and niU is the extension of ZL + 1 of I>(U) into D, and 7~~” the extension of 
3 This proof is independent of Theorem I?. 
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v  --f 1 of I)(v) into U. This is achieved by Lemma 5 with the same methods 
used in the proof of Lemma 14, part (III): 
First, as in (111) define 7 : C[X;J] --t U(U) d a missible which satisfies 
x1% =mm p, ~.e., T(x?) m: u~(xJ. Then, by 1 ,cmma 4, choosing the polynomials 
in o, f(ri) : ug(~,) -: z$(xJ w IL 1 h’ ,l satisfy ~,,“f(x~) ~ T(x?). We can then 
extend it to an admissible homomorphism A and ~“~‘h := 7 so that 
7r1+r0”h =~ 7~~~7 == p7. Similarly, wc can define A’ and n,“nO”X’ = I/J and 
X’(x,) L ug;(x,) + EZ$(X~) == h(xJ; but as both h and A’ are admissible, this 
readily shows, by Lemma 7 that X _= A’. 
To conclude the proof of the lemma, we see that both A(q) # 0 and 
X(p) # 0 since 7~~%r~~X(p) mm~ r&) ;t 0 and nl%-rO1’h(q) = y”(q) # 0. Now 
X(p), A(q) E D(u, u), which is a division ring so that h(pq) = h(p) h(q) + 0, i.e., 
p . q 6 I(D(u, v)) = I(D) by Tl leorem 811. Hence C[x;y],‘f(D) is a ring 
without zero divisors. 
II. APPLICATIONS 
1. The Multiplicative Group of Division Algebras 
The purpose of this section is to prove that the group algebra C[S] of a 
free group is a ring without zero divisors which can be embedded in a division 
ring; moreover, if C is an ordered field then C[S] can be embedded in an 
ordered division algebra. This is applied to show that, except for the com- 
mutative group, the multiplicative group of a division algebra over an 
infinite field does not satisfy any identity. In particular, these groups camlot 
be solvable, which is well-known [8]. 
Let D be a fixed division ring with a center K containing C and 
(D : AY) = co. If  C is an ordered field then one can choose D to be the ordered 
division algebra constructed in ([IO] p. 187) w 1c IS necessarily infinite over h’ h 
its center. Let 8 = (4, , [, , ...,I be a fret group generated by a set {tjj. 
Denote by A = (9) the set of all homomorphisms of the group ring C[E] 
into D. First we assert that 
Indeed, let p t C[s] and I&P) = 0 for all ‘p E -1, and let p[f] contain words 
which involve only the generators t, , .-., E,, and their inverses. Form the 
ideal 1, in C[x; y] generated by qi =yixi ~- 1 in C[x; y], and consider the 
polynomials ~[x; y] obtained from p[[] by substituting xi instead of [, and 
yi by t;‘. Our assertion that p E n Ker v  is equivalent to the fact that 
p[z; y] = 0 is a rational identity in D. 
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we now assert that we may assume that no two consecutive E’s follow each 
other in p, namely that ij # ijil . Indeed, if p[x; r] is a rational identity in D, 
and for simplicity we set XT’ instead of yi , which is justified in C[x; VI/~(D), 
SO 
p[x] = c q&,(il) . . &), 
let ui, ..., u, be other indeterminates among the xA which do not appear 
in p[x] and substituting xiui instead of xi we get another rational identity 
which also holds indentically in D. Xow the corresponding element in C[S] 
(by setting t’s instead of the x’s) is not zero, and clearly p*[~, U] satisfies our 
assertion that no two consecutive xi in the monomials of p* are equal, and 
p*en Kerv. 
so let 
satisfy this restriction, then by Theorem 16 I(D) = n I((?,,), and we shall 
get a contradiction by showing that we can find a finite dimensional algebra 
B and a substitution xi : bj such that p[b] # 0. This leads to a contradiction, 
since B is embeddable in some finite matrix ring C,. (with the same unit) and 
thus p[b] # 0 means p[~] $ I(C,). 
The algebra B is constructed as follows: in the free algebra C[V, , ..., urn] 
generated by m noncommutative indeterminates zli , ..., v,,~ , let P be the 
ideal generated by the polynomials z$“-~ and all products ztj,zlj, ... vi for 
some fixed integers p, v  and let B = C[v]/P, and B is clearly finitehimlenkon- 
al. Jl’e substitute xi b; T 1 -- z’, then b;’ = 1 b zji -I- ... t V,P and 
where S(ij) = 1 if c(ij) == 1 and S(ii) = ,U if c(ij) = -~ 1 and E = f  1. 
Note that the last term is the monomial in 2, of maximum degree in m,,,(b) and 
its degree is Y i SP, where Y is the number of positive +ij) and s the Inumber 
of the negative c(ii). I f  the monomials of p[x] do not contain negative powers, 
i.e., s = 0, thenp[x] = 0 is a polynomial identity in all C,, , but the degrees of 
the polynomial identities satisfied in C,, are ,< 272 ([IO], p. 226) hence, if n 
is large enough, we obtain a contradiction. Let some monomial in p* have 
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negative powers, (i.e., s :& 0), then choose p large enough so that 
Y !- SW =m 1,’ -1~ s’p for any two monomials of p* will hold only if Y = Y’ and 
s :- s’. Next we choose the integer v  ; Flax (Y {- s,u), where the maximum 
is taken over all r + S/L obtained from the monomials of p*. It remains now to 
show that p(b) = V c(,)Nz(~)(~) will contain at least one monomial in the V’S 
which is nonzcro and with a nonzero coefficient. Indeed, consider the mono- 
mials of maximum degree 1 1 S/L, then by- the way p is chosen we observe 
that all these monomials have the same Y and s.From the form (**) of fizz,(b), 
we observe that fort wo such monomials of maximum degree in ~z,~,(b) and 
m(,)(h) will be equal only if (i) ( j), I since for no two consecutive i,, = i,,- i; 
and furthermore the maximal term will not appear in any other ~tz(~)(h). Thus, 
C ~(~)nz,(h) f  0 in B as required. 
F1Yth the aid of this result we prove: 
THEOREM 18. The free group ring C[S] is a ring without zero divisors 
embeddable in a division rirlg (which is injinite over its center), and if C is 
ordered, then the division ring can be also ordered. 
Proof. First note that C[S] is without zero divisors; indeed, if 
p[[] q[[] m-m 0 with p f  0 and q -f 0 in C[ a], then as before there is a rational 
identity p[~] y[~] = 0 holding in D, but this impossible by Theorem 16. 
From the preceding fact that 
n Kerq --O 
ret.4 
it follows that C[s] is a subring without zero divisors of DA by the usual 
identification: p(cp) = y(p) for every p E C[S]. Now, C[g] is without zero 
divisors, so by the standard construction (Lemma 2, or [4], Theorem 15) 
it follows that C( 5) C I)“/3 for some ultrafilter .F, and the latter is a division 
ring. Finally, the ring C[S] does not satisfy a polynomial identity and there- 
fore it cannot be embedded in a finite dimensional center simple algebra, 
since the latter satisfies such an identity and this property is inherited by 
subrings. In particular this yields the known result, (by choosing C and D 
ordered then DA/F is ordered). 
COROLLARY. The free group can be ordered. 
The following result follows now readily. 
THEOREM 19. The multiplicative group D* of a noncommutative division 
algebra over an in$nite$eld C does not satisfy an identity W(x) = 1. 
Proof. Let W(X) = ~‘2:’ A$:, ... x::~) 1 hold identically in I)*. 
Let 11 be infinite over its center, then W(x) ~-- I E I(D) and, therefore, 
W(X) - 1 m= 0 is satisfied by all division rings infinite over their center, in 
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particular, by the division ring which contains the free group 3, constructed 
in the preceding theorem-and this is impossible. 
If  (D : K) = 122, where K is the center of D, then by Theorem 11, 
W(x) - 1 E I(D) = I( C,,) = I@,,) rh 1% ere C is the algebraic closure of C, and 
clearly it suffices to show that c, does not satisfy W(x) := 1. To this end we 
first observe that substituting x, = ZPUP we may assume that W(x) = Il(u, TJ) 
is actually a word in two variables II, U, i.e., 
10 u7 
i i 
1 t 
s c ’ z’- Od) ( 1 
then 
where c, = (cn - 1) (C - 1)-r, d,, I (d” - 1) (d - 1)-l for all integers 
m f  0, n f  0. Hence, 
Let s, t be transcendental elements over C, an let W(k) = (w’,‘:‘), then 
W’k;’ 11 ) W.$” are polynomials in s, t of the form: 
f+y = c+t)* + *-a, ,,::g, =p,skrlp + . . . and a&. + 0, 
if c, d are not roots of unity of order nimi , i ~1 0, 1, 2, ..., k, and n-here 
the rest of the terms arc of lower degree. This follows by induction on R: 
since WC”) := u~w”~~IV(~~~~ it follows that: 
so that 01~~ 
WO’ == 2P0, one obtains 01~ = 1, PO m= c,,~,; and consequently 
t% = (cnoGzl -a* cn,) (dnodnl *.- 4,) f 0 
if c, d are chosen as above. 
Concluding the proof, we observe that if IQ(“) is given, we can find s (1, 
t = b in the infinite field c such that W~r(a, 6) -f 0 and thus W(U, V) is not 
diagonal and hence W(U, U) - 1 $I(e,), which is a contradiction. 
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In particular, the last result for infinite C includes a theorem of Hua [8]; 
COROLLARY 20. The multiplicative group D * is not solvable. 
Remark. Note that the preceding proof shows that U, v  generate a free 
group ifs, t are transcendental, and c, rl are not roots of unity. 
2. Thejeld of vationalE’unctions 011 a Division =Ilgebva 
I ,et C[x] be the free ring generated Sy a set (,v,,) of non commutative inde- 
terminates, and D be a division algebra whose center K 2 C. The field C 
will always be assumed to be infinite. 
Let d := (~1 be the set of all (C --) 1 lomomorphisms of C[x] into D. The 
ring C[x] is also considered as the ring of all polynomial functions into D, 
by setting p[x] (d) = p[d], which is obtained by substituting .x, _ d, . 
Another way of looking at this point is by the embedding of C[s] into the 
ring of functions DA of A into D, and then 
where q(x,,) = d,\ . The mapping of C[x] -+ DA is a monomorphism if 
(D:K)=n3,butif(D:K)&n2--. cry, then this map has a kernel %R, ([2]) 
consisting of all polynomial identities of the n x n matrix ring C, . 
The purpose of the present sections is to construct theringC(x)of all ration- 
al functions of D which will be shown, to be independent of D, but will 
depend only on the dimension (f1 : K). 
Begin with a single ring C’[x; y] m=- C[.Y-; y, ~ ..., y,J which was used in the 
preceding sections, and an ideal I,, generated by polynomials 
y7 -=y$,[Gy1 > '.',,z'i-*I ~- 1, 
and d(D) = {p) will be the set of all admissible homomorphisms 
q : C[x; y] ---f D, and I(D) the set of all rational identities ~~~ n Ker <p. In 
the present section we consider all possible rings C[x; y] and ideals L,, . 
Clearly, those rings, ideals, homomorphisms form a set (cx) ; thus we get 
qs; yll , ..., Ym,], Lo = {%I 1 ...a qzn,j, & == 9,(D) y  (9) of all admissible 
homomorphisms and similarly I,(D) the rational identities with respect to the 
homomorphism bti . We shall also consider the rings RS = C[x; y,J/I~” and 
I<, -. C[x; yJI,(D). 
By a homomorphism JI : R, -+ I?s we shall mean only a homomorphism 
of I?, into $ which is induced by a homomorphism 4 : C[x; y,J + C[x; ya] 
such that #(xA) ~: .r,\ , and $(yi,) -: yBj; i.e., $(Iao) C I,O. This clearly will also 
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induce a homomorphism 4 : R, + R, , since it is readily seen that 
fb(D) 4 C BJD), hence #I,(D) C I,s(D). Tl re same notation # will lx used 
for the mapping C[x; rl] --f C[x; yp] and their induced mappings: i?, ----f I?, 
and R, --t R, . 
Our first object is to construct a direct limit lim R, = R which will serve 
as the ring of rational functions C(x). \Ve begin with 
LEMMA 21. For given 01, /3 there are admissible homomorphisms q~ E fz(D), 
Z) E xs(D) such that ~(2~) = #(.Y,{) for a11 the v,, 
Proof. Let Y E B,(D), p E da(D) be arbitrary, and consider the division 
ring D(u, v); the ring of quotients of the polynomial ring D[u, v] in two 
commutative indeterminates. Let 
CD : cp; y4] --f D(u, v), and Y : C[x; yp] * D(u, v) 
be given by setting 
@(x,J = UV(XA) --I- vp(xJ 
and continued to admissible homomorphisms $,(D(u, 71)) and &&D(u, u)), 
respectively. This can be done, since if we consider T,,” : D[u, v] --) D[u], 
where ~,,~(a) = 0, and TT~ : D[u] + D with nr”(u) .= 1, then 7~r~~a’@ v  
on C[x]; hence by lemma 5 (and as in the proof of Theorem lo), one first 
constructs 1; E &,,(D(u)) with 5~~5 =: V, and then Cp with T,“@ m: V. Similarly. 
one obtains the homomorphism Y. 
Let @(pUij) =f$[u, V] g,Ju, VI--~, and Y(pBI) =-~ h&, v] kBj[u, v]-I, 
then there are elements c, d E C such that g,$[c, d] f  0, /zpi[c, d] # 0 for all 
gni and kPj . Applying again Lemma 5 (twice in each case) we set 
%,“X,“@ == fp E 2ti(D) and T~“w,~Y = (I, E f&D), with the obvious mean- 
ing of 7~~“~ 7icU of replacing z’ = d and u = c. 
The admissible homomorphisms p of f&(D) are uniquely determined by 
the values cp(x,J, i.e., by the restriction of v  to C[s] which is an element of 
.4 :=- (p’ : C[N] --j D). Hence without loss of generality we may assume that 
f,(D) C i-l, and our lemma can be stated as: 
COROLLARY 21A. The nonempty sets $,.JD) form a base of a jilter iv1 A. 
Another property which follows from the preceding lemma is: 
LEMMA 22. Let f=(D) and f&D) b e nonempty, then all homomorphisms 
7 : C[.x; yJ - C[x; ya] of the type described above induce a unique monomor- 
phism?:R,-+Rg. 
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indeed, it suffices to show that if ~(p[x; y-1) E I,(D) then p[x; yJ E r,(D), 
since these are the conditions that p == 0 in R, and R,> respectively. I f  this 
were not the case, and TP E ZD, but p $ I, , tl ren we first replace C[x;y,] and 
1:’ by TC[S; yW] and TT,O, namelv we assume that 7 is a monomorphism of 
C[x, yJ and n-e have p $ I,(D) butp E Tp(Dj. c’onstruct C[.L’; JJ,J == C[x; yx , y] 
by adding one additional y  and I,” I,‘)((/) to be the ideal generated by Icxn 
and the polynomial 9 : yp[x; y,] I. ‘I’he set of admissible homomorphisms 
c,fs(T)) 7’. 4, since p $Iu(D) and <f,(n) + a, it follows that for some 
q E ,f.(D), v(p) f  0 and conscquentlp this can be extended to x5 by setting 
cp(~.) := q(p)--‘. But in this cast, p E I&D) leads to a contradiction; because for 
9, t Bp(W n A(% and such q exists by Lemma 21, M’C’ have q(p) f  0, 
since &,I) +(p))l for + c ,pz(D); and on the other hand g(p) --- 0 for 
q c f,(D) and p E ifl(D). 
‘The induced homomorphism T : I?, + Ii, is uniquely determined, for 
let u, 7 : C[x;yl] --f C[x; yp] be two homomorphisms of the type described 
above, then to prove that the induced homomorphisms 0, T : R, ~-f R, arc 
identical it suffices to show that for every ,b[.r; y,], 
up[x; y] ~ 7p[x; y,] E ‘p(D) 
i.e., up ~~~ 7p is a rational identity of 11 in C[x; yp]. Indeed, let v  E g,(D) 
then 920, q-r E fJ0)) 3s both map C[x; yJ ---f C[x; ya] -+ D, but 
FO(.~a) m-m F7(“,I) : p(xn) as 0(x,) :m 7(,x;) ~~ .x\ , now two admissible homo- 
morphisms which coincide on C[.v] are identical, hence, 
0 = Ipup qXp = y(up -.- TP). 
‘This, being true for every 9 E d&/I), yields up - up E IP(D) as required. 
In view of the preceding lemma, whenever there exists T : R,+ R, , 
WC shall identify R, with TK% , where the latter is a subring fo R, independent 
of 7, and thus we shall assume that R, C R, . 
‘The rings Ii, satisfy also the properties: 
LEMMA 23. (1) If  R, L R, then f%(D) 1 $&D). 
(2) Given R, , R, there exist R, containing both R, and R, and 
f,(o) = BaW n A&Q). 
(3) If p # 0 in R, then there exist R, _i R, and p-’ exists in R, 
Proof. In case (l), we have a homomorphism 7 : C[x; yJ ---f [Cx; ya] 
and then (f&D) T C g&D), but as T is the identity on C[x], we get 
Y,(W c <P,(m 
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To prove (2) we construct C[x; yJ with a set (y,) m= (yJ u (ya) to bc the 
union of all yui and yaj appearing in the same order, with the yaj following 
all yai . The ideal I,” mz (15(J) Ifi”) will be the ideal generated bv all generators 
q3.? of I,O and qai of IOn, which is evidently of the required type. It is now 
trivial to show that the admissible homomorphisms f.(n) of C[X; y,] 
comprise the set b*(D) n x0(D), and by Lemma 21 this set is nonempty. 
The inclusion of R, and R, in K, are the induced embeddings of C[s; y,] 
and C[X; ya] into C[x; y,]. 
The proof of (3) follows similarly to the proof of the first part of Lemma 22. 
If  p 7 0 in R, then p is represented by a polynomial p[~; y] $Z,JD), so we 
construct C[N; ya] = C[x; y, , y] to he C[X, yJ with the additional indeter- 
minatey and la0 2 (Ian, q) to be 1,” and an additional polynomial q = ye> - 1. 
Then if x8(L)) # 4 and R, is well defined, then y  = p i in R, . Indeed 
2’&f)) # 4 for P 4 r,(D), h ence y(p) # 0 for some cp E 8,(D) and this 
F can be cxtcnded to C[.v, yP] by setting rp(y) ==- y(p))‘. This concludes the 
proof of Lemma 23. 
If’c are now in a position to prove our main result of the present section. 
THEOREM 24A. There exists a division ring C,(x) = C(x) generuSted by 
C[x] and containing all R, . Furthermore C(x) = LJ R,, . [f {xp} C (2,) then 
tfzerc is a ranonical embedding qf C(.x) into C(z). 
Proof. In view of Lemma 23, the rings R, form a directed set of sets, 
hence we can construct a set which is the union of all R, , so let C(X) :- 1~ Zi, . 
11-e turn C(X) into a ring with the use of (2) of Lemma 23, as follows: if 
f ,  g c C,(Y) then f  E I-?> , g t R, for some N, p, hence by (2),f, R E R, for some y  
and define .f -- 6, f  g to be th e corresponding element in R, . Uearly, this 
element is independent of y  for iff, g t R, then there is K, Zj R, and K, 2 RS 
by (2) of Lemma 23, hence f  -t- ,g, .f. g are the same element in R, , R,j as in 
R, _ It follows by (3) of Lemma 23 that C(.Y) is a division ring. 
‘1‘0 prove that C(s) is generated by C[.Y], we note that every A, is obtained 
from (‘[XI by the process of using addition, subtraction, multiplication, and 
inverses. Indeed, if 
y,] =’ Yx,P[~~; y,l 3 ..‘* y, j - I ]  
then in R, , yyl -= PJX] i, and II,, =m P,~~[.L, yzi]ml etc. Hence by definition 
of C(X) it follows that it is gencratcd by C[X] (using also inverses). 
‘l’he second part is trivial, since for any R,” in C[.v,yJ one obtains a ring 
RxZ in C[z,yJ with the same ideal 1, and this clearlv induces a monumor- 
phism (by Lemma 22) of R,A’ 4 R,;, thus u R,” 7. ‘c’(.x) C u R,’ = C(z). 
THEOREM 248. C,(X) can be considered as a ring qf rational functions 
on D, in the ,following sense: ,for every Jinite set pi E C,(x) there exists 
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R, L (‘u(.~) this definition is identical XJZPN ronsideri?zLy CI[x] (1,s a ring of ply- 
nomial function. 
Indeed, since C(x) == u li, , then the set p, belong to some K, , and for 
that a, pi ~~ p,[.v; JJ,], define P,(F) ~: pp?[,v; y] for all r E- ,P,(n). One reaLlily- 
verifies that this is independent of the representatives of pL . Similarly. if 
/, f  0 in C(x) then p, p ’ exists in some U, Here, Ict p[x, yJ, q[x, yl] 
represent p and p-~’ in (‘[.v, ,va], then p[.v, y*] (/[,v,J!,] I c IN(n) which 
means that q,(p) . p-(q) =~ 1 for all 9: c </Jn). ‘1’1~~1s from the definition of 
p-‘(p) it follows that [p(v)] t p ‘(cp). ‘I’he rest of the proof is evident. 
THEOREM 24C. If D, D’ are two division algebras of the same dimension 
(jkite or injinite) over their center, then there is a canonical identification betzceen 
C,(x) and CD,(x); moreover, [f the dimensions are diRerent tizerr C,(x) Is not 
isomorphic with C,,(x). If (11 : Center /)) ~9 .fi(;, the11 C’,(x) is canonically 
isomorphic z&h the ring of quotients of C[.~]jW,, where W,, is the ideal of all 
polynomial identities of the mutrir rirlg C:,, , utrd it is a central algebru of order G. 
Proof. The proof of the first part is a consequence of the ‘l’heorcm 16 
and Theorem 11, since then 1-(f)) l(U) and hence one can identify 
identify R,(n) with R,(W) so that finally~ WC shall get the identification of 
C,(x) r&). 
The proof of the second part follows from the fact that 1,,(n) .= 9X,, by 
‘Iheorem 11, and that R, : C[x]/W,, is a ring which sat&k the iire con 
dition and can be embedded uniquely is a ring of quotients which is a central 
simple algebra of dimension n’, by [2] Section 1. Consequently, C,(x) which 
is a division ring generated (‘I’heorem 24-A) by R, must coincide with this 
ring. 
This, in particular, shows that C,(x) is not isomorphic with C,(x) if they 
are of different finite dimensions over their center. To complete the proof vve 
observe that if 1) is infinite over its center, then R, C’[X],~ and thus 
C,(x) > C[.v]. Consequently, C’,(. .) L contains a free t-ing and cannot satisfy 
a polynomial identity, and therfore it is infinite over its center and cannot 
be isomorphic with any of the preceding C,(x). 
Another immediate consequence of the construction of C(x) is: 
COROLLARY 24D. An equality r(x) = 0 in C(x) is equivalent to the fact 
that r[x, y] = 0 is a rational identity in any division ring D .for which 
C(x) = C,(x), where r[x; y] is any representative of r(,x). 
4 I?,, ~= C[.Y] by definition (no y’s are involved) SO that I,(D) is the ideal of all poly- 
nomial identities of D and R, - &/I,,(D), and R, ~~ C[x] if D is infinite cwer its center. 
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Indoed, if Y(X) E R, , then Y = 0 is equivalent to the fact that Y[x,~] = 0 
in 8, i.e., Y[X, y] E I,(D) for any such D. 
Other properties of the division ring C(,x) are: 
‘THEOREM 25. (1) C,(x) can be embedded in an ultraproduct DA/g. 
(2) I f  C is an ordered field then C(x) can be ordered. 
(3) Every automorphism S : C[.x] - C[x] can be extended uniquely to an 
automorphism of C(x). if C’(x) = C,(x) and D is injinite over its center then 
this automorphism is outer. 
Proof. Let a-1 = ($1 the set of all homomorphism of C’[x] into D. The 
set of all f?(D) form a filter base in -3, by Corollary 21.4, so let .F be any 
ultra-filter containing all B,(D). FVe define a monomorphism 
Y : C[x] + DA:.F, hy applying the methods of Theorem 24B. 
l,et Y E C(.r) then Y(F) E D is defined for some (Y for which Y E R, and all 
‘p E <Ax(D), and we set [YE(r)] (p?) = Y(F) for 9 E $QD) and zero otherwise. This 
yields a mapping of C(x) into D4, but modulo .F it is a monomorphism; 
indeed, if r E R, and Y E RO, U-‘,(Y) (p) = Y&Y) (p)) for all v  E jQD) f~ y&D) as 
r(y) == Y(F) for these p’s. Hence Y=(Y) =- Y’&Y) (mod -F), i.e., if Y(Y) denote 
the class of Ycx(r) mod .% then Y : C(s) - DAi9 is well defined, and one 
readily verifies that it is a homomorphism. Y is a monomorphism, for if 
r :/- 0 then for some OL, Y-l E R, , Y,(Y) : f  0 (mod-F), since {p; Y&(Y) (v) -= 
Y(CJ j - 0) is the complement of f>(D), hut the latter belongs to .F and .F 
is an ultra-filter hence its complement $ .%. (‘onsequently, Y(r) f  0 and Y 
is a monomorphism and part (I) is proved. 
If  C is an ordered field then we can construct an ordered division C-algebra 
I1 (which is necessarily infinite over its center [I]) and we construct 
C(xj m: C,(s). The embedding Y : C(x) --t DA,‘3 yields the ordering C(.x), 
since an ultraproduct of ordered division rings can be ordered: 
by settingf ‘2 g if :9,; .f(P,) G ,“(FX E .+-I 
and the proof of (2) is completed. 
Finally we turn to the proof of (3): 
Let C(x) = u R, , then for every a: and its ring C[x, ye] and ideal 1%” == {qwj, 
we correspond a /3 which we denote by /3 T= olS, and an isomorphism 
S’ : K, -+ Rp as follows: 
Let C[.v; -v~] be the ring of polynomials with ygl , ..., ya,,, the same number 
of y’s as the ring C[x; y,]. To every polynomial qaj =y~jp[x;yJ - 1 we 
form the polynomial qB, - yp,p[Sx, ys] ~~- 1 and they are the generators of 
the idela16n. The isomorphism S, is defined by S=(x,) = Sx, and S,(yaj) = yP, 
It is easily seen that S,(12’) = Ifi” and that S, induces an isomorphism between 
R, ~~ C[S; y&fen and ri, 
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Since S is an automorphism, it follo\vs that for the admissible homomor- 
phism \vc have the relation ,fL(D) S I ,f,l(fl), and l~ence f&II) -/~ $%. 
Finally S, induces a homomorphism .S, : K, + K,; indeed if p[.~; ?lJ G &(/I), 
and q t ,g,(D), then v  $S 1 for somr II, c- f,(D) so that c;(Sp) I/$ 0 
-which yields that ,5’~ t L,(D). Thus, .5’,[/Y(/1)] L f,<(D) and hence it induces 
a homomorphism of K, -+ I?,, (J[.Y, J~J’J~(/)). Since S 1 and ,‘Y--’ cvists it 
follows that this homomorphisni S, is an ~~utoniorpl~ism. 
Since c’(x) ‘JR,. for exry I’ t C(.V) there exists some Q’ such that 
Y E K, and we set S(r) S,(F), and it is reatlil\ obscrwtl from the method 
by which the cmbcdding of H, + K,. \vas obtaiI;cd that S(I.) does not depend 
on the specific (Y. It is now trivial to pro\e that ,Y is an automorphism which 
coincides with S on (‘[xl. 
Furthermore, since C[x] gcneratcs C(xj, a11y ailtomorphism of C[x], if 
it can be cstended to C(x) will have a unique extension, since .(;‘(a ‘) S(u) ’ 
for any extension S’ of S. 
LVc prove that S is not an inner autolnorpllisni only in the case that the 
set {x11 is infinite, and C(x) -= CD( x is infinite orer its center. \Yc note that ) ‘<
since C(x) is infinite owr its center .Zr , we can take 11 to be C’(,r) itself. 
I f  S is inner, then I ‘/w Sp for sonic 1’ and all p in C(.v). It follows from 
the definition of C(.u) that F E R, for some R, and let r[s; J,,] be an element 
representing r. ‘I’lic set {s,; is assumed to bc infinite so wc choose p .x, , for 
some x,, which does not appear in +Y.; J,,] and in the generators g,j of the 
ideal 1 yO. Hence, .Y,~v : rS(si) which means that: 
(*) x,r[x; >,,?I - /,[a; :y,,] syx,) E I,(D) 
and we shall choose I> c,‘(x). 
The way XA was chosen assures us that WC: can find admissible homomor- 
phisms in B&(U) which map xi on arbitrary elements. Indeed, the restrictions 
- on the homomorphisms in ,p,(D) are imposed only on the images of the x,‘s 
which appear in the q, . In particular, 
cp : C[x, y] - D, which s&s I 
since I1 : C(.x) the mapping 
s, , for all xi , i # h appearing in any 
of the polynomials S(s,,) P[,Y, , .v,,], Y[,\.; JJ,] and ‘I,, and which sets 
V(XA) g[x] to be arbitrary in C’(x)---is an admissible homomorphism. l’hus 
(“) implies that g[x] 7 rP[sj , g] := 0 in K; hence .S‘tr I’-‘p E’[x, g]. 
It remains to determine \v!lich automorphisms ,Y arc of this form: Since 
S(,Yo 1~ .x,) ,S(x,J j S(xO) it follows readily that f’[x, g] must be linear in g. 
Let P[s, g] =m X ui~~rni and choose VZ, to be different monomials in C[X], 
then S(.\bsO) ~ S(xO) S(s,) yields 
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from which it follows that 
for all j, 
if zPandx,can be chosen so thatnz,u,will not include x,,; hence the last relation 
will hold only if uj = 1 for all j, and, hence mi := 1 which proves that 
p[x,g] =g, i.e., S = identity. This proves that every S f  identity is an 
outer automorphism. 
X simple consequence of the last result is: 
COROLLARY 26. For any group G there exist a noncommutative division 
ring II with a group of outer automorphisms isomorphic with G. 
Proof. Clearly, we may assume that G is a group of permutation of a 
set .l = (A) (finite or infinite). Start with a free ring C[X] on a set of indeter- 
minates which is in one to one correspondence x,, f-f X with the set A. 
For every 6 E G define the automorphism S, of C[X] by setting 
S,(x,) = .v,,r(,{) and by (3) of the previous theorem it follows that S, can be 
extended uniquely to outer automorphisms of C(X), and one readily verifies 
that they form a group isomorphic with G as required. 
THEOREM 27. Let C be an infinite jield, and let K be any division ring 
containing the free ring C[x], and C(x) be the jield of all rational functions on 
division rings of infinite dimension over their center. Then there exists a homo- 
morphism I,/I of a subring T of C(x) onto K which extends the embeddine of the 
free ring C[x] into K. 
Proof. Let T,, -y C[X], and let &, : C[x] --f K be the imbedding map of 
C[X] into K. For all j E &,T,, , i.e., for all 0 $- $ = P[x], *.3 = #a(‘~“~) consider 
any fixed inverse image p[~] E T,, such that #,,p = 4; and construct the ring 
Z’, = T,[p-‘1 in C(s). Now I,& is an isomorphism and j # 0 hence p f  0 
in C[x] and therefore pm1 is an element in C(X). Consider now the map 
$r : T, - K, obtained by extending &, : T,, + K to T, with setting 
$,(p ‘) = j -’ E K. Clearly, if WC shall prove that $r is a well-defined map, 
then it will follow easily that $r is an homomorphism. Indeed r/~r is a well 
defined for if f[x, p;‘, ..., p,‘] =: 0 in C(X) for some f  and pi then 
.f[% P;“, .‘.> j;‘] = 0 in K. Indeed, the relation f = 0 in C(x) means that it 
is a rational identity in every division ring with an infinite center, with 
yipi - 1 : q2 are the generators of the corresponding ideal I,, . In particular, 
this will imply that f  = 0 in some R, (of Theorem 24A), and hence 
f  -.f[2, $;‘I = 0 m k, which proves our assertion. Continue this way: I’ 
for all 0 # 9 E #,T, , choose q E C(X) and set T, = T,[q-l] and define 
I& : 7’, + K by extending $r and setting $2(q-1) = q-l in K. The proof 
481/3;3-6 
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that 4, is an isomorphism follows now similarly to the proof that v’,t is an 
homomorphism. This way we obtain a sequence of ring C[.v] 7;) c T, c “‘, 
and isomorphism 4i : 7’1 ---f A extending each other. ‘l’hen let T =~ u ‘f’, 
and 4 : 7’ m) K is defined by setting li, ), T, *, , whtch clearly makes into 
a; 1 homomorphism onto li. 
3. Desarguian and ;‘on-Pappian Geometries 
The purpose of the present section is to apply the theory of rational idell- 
tities for determining all Desarguian projective planes which arc subjected 
to universal constructible intersection axioms of which the Pappus theorem 
is the strongest. Our first aim is to give a precise formulation of those type 
of axioms. By a con$guration 9 is a projective plane, m-e mean a finite set of 
points and lines and a set of incidence and nonincidence relations between 
the points and lines of the configuration. ‘l’vvo configurations Y, 9’ are 
isomorphic if there exist a one-to-one correspondence between the points 
and lines of Y and those of -Y” preserving the incidence and nonincidencc 
relations. 
By an elementary construction on a configuration Y, WC mean one of the 
following additions to the configuration: (E) Adding a point P to 9: 
(I) I’ arbitrary, but may be subjected to certain nonincidence relations 
P P a, for some given lines ~2; t 9. 
(2) The point P lies only on one lint of Y, and also may be subjected to 
nonincidence relations as before. 
(3) The point P is the intersection only of two lines of 9. 
And their dual: (E*): Adding a line u to W subjected to the dual of three 
conditions of (I;:). 
:I trivial configuration will be a configuration consisting of a single point 
or a single line. A constructible configuration will be a configuration which is 
obtained from a trivial one by a finite number of elementary constructions. 
Finally, an intersection theorem about a configuration 9 is a statement that 
three points (lines) of 9? lie (intersect) on a line (point), which is not necessa- 
rily in 9. An intersection theorem will bc said to hold univeuscrlly in a con- 
figuration Y, if for every isomorphic configuration 9 of Y’, the corres- 
pondence between L? and 9 will map the three collinear points (lines) of 9, 
which are the subject of the theorem, on three collinear points (lines) of Y/“. 
Our interest, henceforth, will lie on theorems (or axioms of the geometry) 
which will hold universally in a given constructible configuration; and we shall 
refer to them as u.c.-intersection theorems. The Desargues theorem and the 
Pappus theorems are important examples of this type of theorems. 
\l’e shall consider only projective planes ‘p which will satisfy the Desargues 
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theorem. It is well known that one can introduce coordinates in 9 and the 
coordinate ring is a division ring D = n( $3). C onversely, every division ring D 
can be the coordinate ring of a projective Desarguian plane $J m= (p(1)) 
(e.g. [12] Ch. 3). 1% ‘e restrict ourself further by assuming that D contains an 
infinite center, and if the characteristic of D is p WC shall say that !I3 is a 
projective plane of infnite center and of chuvactevistic p. 
Remark. A general type of u.c.-intersection theorem can be obtained as 
follows: 
Let p[.X$ , ..., xm] be a polynomial in the free ring Z[x, , ..., XJ over the 
ring of integers 2. 
First note that addition and multiplication is the coordinate division ring 
can be obtained by elementary constructions of adjoining points and drawing 
lines from the configuration having the two points with the coordinate con- 
cerned on one line. Hence starting from arbitrary points xi , ..., X, on a line 
which is to be taken as one axis for the setting of a coordinate system-we 
can construct by the way quoted above all points corresponding to the 
polynomials in Z[x, , *.., x,]. Thus to fixed polynomial p[~] there will cor- 
respond a configuration Y(p) in which the last line obtained will intersect 
the x axis in the point p[s]. From which we observe that the relation 1$x] = 0 
will be a statement of an u.c.-intersection theorem which says that this line 
and the two axes pass through are point. I f  the corresponding configuration 
2(“(p) will hold universally then clearly p[.z] := 0 is a polynomial identity in 
the coordinate division ring. Conversely, if p[x] :- 0 holds in the coordinate 
division ring then the corresponding intersection theorem holds universally 
in the geometry since the set of axes can be chosen arbitrarily. 
In particular we shall be interested at the end of proof of the next theorem 
with the intersection theorem corresponding to the standard polynomial 
*q 2n [x1 , ..., xZn] == 2 f  XilXi2 .+. xipn 
where the sum ranges over all permutations (il , ..., izn) of the 212 letters 
..., 2% with the sign - if the permutation is odd and + if it is even. 
;;Zi; p. 226).5 
Let Yn denote the u.c.-intersection theorem corresponding to the .theorcm 
that the polynomial relation S2Jx1 , ... , X&J = 0 holds in the coordinate 
division D ring. The latter algebraic theorem is known to be equivalent to 
the fact that (D: Cent D) ,< n2 ([Zr]). Hence we have 
THEOREM 29A. The intersection theorem 9’,, in a Desarguian projective is 
equivalent to the statement that the coordinate division ring is of dim < na 
over its center. 
5 Y2 = x2x1 - xlxa = 0 is equivalent with the Pappus theorem. 
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The main result of the present section is the following complementary 
result to the theorem 29‘4. 
THEOREM 29B. A u.c.-intersection theorem .Y- u;hich is noncontradictq 
in a llesarguiarl prqjective plane of in$nite center and of characteristic p (,-er() 
07 nonzero) is r2ecessaYily one of the folk)wiry: 
(1) It is a consequence qf the I)esaqpe theorem and holds, therefore, irr ali 
models of the Desaquian plalies of the same characteristic. 
(2) It i~c- not a consequewe of the Desavgue theorem and thert: 
(a) Y is eguivalerit to .‘/:, jkv some I! ~ II(~) -:- c/,‘ 
(I)) The theorem .J will hold in all models ‘it oj Desal;guian planes whose 
coordinate dieision 1-ing n(v) .: . f  1’ Ii 0 L mensioti over its center is ’ n(F)‘). 
F’urthemouc, (f we sef ?I(.?] -= CCC if .Y- sati.$es (1) ; a?td .‘I’, .F are IWO 
u-.-intersection theorems of these geometries, then .‘/ implies .F if and on& if 
n(Y) ,< n(7). 
‘I’he proof will actually show that: 
iiemark. The theorem is true for slightly more general types of inter- 
section theorem, namely those Lvhich state that in the class of all isomorphic 
constructible configurations Y, at feast three points (lines) of a given set of 
triples of poinls (lines) of 50 arc collinear. Severthelrss, for purposes of 
simplicity NT shall restrict OUI-sel\-cs to the u.c.-theorem dcscribcd abo\~. 
Proof. In the set of axioms of a Dcsarguian projective geometry of infiriitc 
ccntcr and characteristic p, consider 21 Il.c.-intcrsectioll thcorcm .T. If  thca 
complete system is noncontradictory then thcrc exists a model ‘J of a pro- 
jectivc plant satisfying Y and all the other axioms. I,ct I) n(y) be iPi 
cooi,dinate division ring and 17 be the prime ficlci in I). 
.l’he first step of the proof is to sho~v that the u.c.-intersection theorem .F 
is equi\slent IO the validity r:f a rational identity in I): 
1 .et i ’ 2 fl bc an arbitrary infinite field, generally it will bc taken to be 3 
subfield of the center of 1). \Vc consider t\vo trpes of free rings over 4‘: 
‘l’hc free ring c’[.x] in an intillite number of indeterminatcs [s,,) and the free 
ring C[a; p; II] where [CZ] is :I set of triples (~7,~ , (I,~, CT;,,) of noncommutati\-e 
indeterminatcs, (p) is also a set of triples (pi, , p,?, p,:<) of other indetcrminatcs, 
anti (21) (u, / IL? , ‘..) be an infinite set of indctrrminates. -No relation 
crists bctwccn the different types of the indctcrminates. 
Let E be any dix%ion ring of infinite dimension over its center which 
contains (‘. 
T,et Y :- P(F) be the configuration for which .T is meaningful and denote 
I)>- y1 . y2, “‘, yli, the elementary constructions which are made to obtain .Y, 
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and let 9, , PI , ..., Y,,, - 2 bc the sequence of the corresponding con- 
figurations obtained. The points P, , ..., P, and the lines cl1 , ..., a,$ of 9 
fill be ordered in the way they first appear in the sequence Y<, , ..., -r/:,, . 
\I-ithout loss of generality we may assume that ?‘states that the points Pi , P, , 
I’,, are collinear; and we shall fix the points P, , I’,,, , and consider the con- 
figuration 9, obtained by adding the line CI,., passing through I’, and I’,,, . 
So the theorem Y states that P,, t LI,~ , in -!Zr . 
Consider the ring C[a; /I; U] with s I- 1 sets (ai1 , Q,~, (li3) == (a,) and Y 
33s (p,) (p,l , p,, , pj,j) and h ‘t 111 ‘m e u, as before. To each point Pi we make 
correspond the triple (p,, , plz , pf3) and similarly to a, the set (a,, , uz2 , ui3). 
\\‘e shall use the notations 
Given an arbitrary configuration 25, we begin by making correspond to the 
incidence and nonincidence relations in 2-polynomials in C[a;i); U] in 
the following ways: 
To a relation Pi E a,-will correspond the polynomial 
.A polynomial Lri = ~((0~ p, ) -- 1 will correspond to a nonincidence relation 
P,,, e 01, , and to a condi&oA pi :,i- pj we shall correspond the polynomial 
Lzff,(Ptl - Pjl) - II [zLf~(P,3 - /)?%I -- ll [4,(Pr3 - Pj3) - 11 = (Iii 
and a similar polynomial A4,, for a condition aj f  cli . The u’s will all be 
chosen to bc different. 
In our case we shall also consider the rings C[a; p; u], for each configura- 
tioll i”, and the corresponding ideal Z(Y:). Tl lest rings and ideals are used 
to translate the geometric theorems to an algebraic statement on hornomor- 
phisms. 
Ixt -!?$ be any configuration isomorphic with W in a projective plane $I 
with the coordinate ring D. l’he configuration L$ gives rise to a homomor- 
phism n; : C’[U; p; ?1]/,[(Y) - /I given in the following \!a)-: 
(I) y(oji) 7 Zj, if (#,l , LYj, , cTja) are the coordinates of the line & of L$ 
v  hich corresponds to the line nj of 9; similarly we set: (~(p,;) = Jij, . 
(2) dZ[,) = (($ > j,,) ‘, and it exists in D since Is,It 6 ri,, . 
(3) If  I-‘, # P, then we set g;(z~;‘,) = ($,, - p,,) ’ if’ p,, -,E p.,,; and 
q(ur,) = 0 if j5,, = p,, . Similarly, one defines p for the condition a, i nj . 
Since C[a; p; U] is a free ring, this map defines a homomorphism #q~. The 
way q is defined is to ensure the condition that y[J(P’)] 2 0. Furthermore, 
the converse is also true, any homomorphism y  : C[a; p; u]/J(dz’) - D 
yields a configuration q, == ~(2) in P by setting Pi to be the point whose 
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coordinates are (&J, &+J, r&J), etc. ‘I’h e relations of % are preserved 
for y(aj ,p,) = 0 implies that P, E t?, , and v( U,) s-~ 0 yields that 
q(a,p, ) 7: p(q)-’ # 0, and thus P,, 9 (i,, , and finally p’( c .ij) 0 shows I 2 
that at’least one r+7[z$(pj, -~pj,) -~ I] -z 0 among p - 1,2, 3, and hence, 
P(PiJ # ~(P,,)~ i.e., pi ;‘~ P, . 
In view of this correspondence between configurations and ideals we shall 
refer to the homomorphism qz : C[u; p; u]/J(Z’) ---f D as an Z-homomor- 
phism, and we observe that 
(29.1) The intersection theorem .B in LF which states P, E nscl holds 
universally if and only if ~(a,+, , pn) =:= 0 for all L-homomorphism 
y  : C[a;p; u] - D, where D = D(cJ). 
[To form a corresponding algebraic tool for the proof of the remark to our 
theorem, one replaces the polynomial (uSfl , pJ by a product of the form 
*cat*, pr,) for the respective conditions]. 
The next step is to replace the P’-homomorphism by admissible homo- 
morphisms of the type considered in the first part of the present paper, and 
to this end we consider a ring C[X;~] in an infinite number of (x,J and a 
finite number of (yj) which will be fixed later. 
(29.2) Our aim is to determine an ideal I,, in C[X; y] and a homomorphism 
di : C[a; p; u]/j(l(y) - C[x; y]/1, with the property that for any L-homomor- 
phism 1,4 : C[a; p; u],‘j(B) ---z D for which #(ail,) f  0; #(pi,) 7’ 0; 
#(p,,) # $(p,“), and $(ujU) + $(a+), v, p my 1,2, 3, v  + p-there is an admis- 
sible homomorphism p : C[X; y]/1, + D such that # --= q&. 
The ideal 1, = 1,,(Z) will be obtained for every constructible configuration 
by a successive addition of polynomials corresponding to the steps of the 
elementary construction. 
We begin with 1, - 0 for trivial configurations. Suppose la(YO), and 
@ : C[u; p; u]/J(L!?~) - C[m; y]tl,‘Z,(Y) h as . 1 )een defined with the preceding 
property (29.2). 
The construction rP which turns ZP into LYP,, is one of the six different 
types (El)-(R3) and (E*l)-(8*3), and the extension of @ to C[a; p; ulPil 
and the definition of the ideal 1,,(L,,,) will depend on the corresponding 
elementary construction. We shall deal separately with (El), (E2) and (E3), 
and their duals will be obtained in an evident way: 
Suppose YP+l was obtained from -;“, by adding a point I-‘, , then the dif- 
ference in the definition of @ and J(PP,r) corresponding to the steps 
(EI)-(B3) will be in a different definition of @(pjl), @(~~a), @(~~a); but once 
they will be defined, we add to I,(LZJ the following polynomials: 
(a) If  there is a condition Pi -f P, with Pi E 2, , then we add yr+” to 
Ck rl, Y Y = 1, 2, 3 and polynomials 
dk = YT+Y[@(PiY) - @(PkY)l - 1 
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to l&-f;pp) and put @(z&) = yr+, for v  = 1, 2, 3. Note that y?+, will be new 
indeterminates which have not appeared before and among the @(pkv) so 
that qyk are of the form of the first part of the paper. 
(b) For a relation P, 6 ni , we add a new yj to C[x; ylP and the polyno- 
mials. 
to I,,(LZ?J, and we set @(ui) = JJ, , where the ui are given in C[a; p; U] so that 
%(% , Pi>.) - 1 t J(=q 
Now we return to the definition of @(pjU): 
(cl) In case (El) where Pk is arbitrary we set @(pJ r: xt, @(p,) == x~+~ 
and @(p,J = x~+:~ , where sI+ are s’s which were not images of any other 
element of C[a; p; u], . 
(~2) The second case (E2) where P, is added together with a relation 
I-‘,: E a, , we add two new x’s, xI , s,,~ and set @(pkl) = xt , @(pkJ =-; .x~+~ , 
and in order that @((a,, , p@)) = 0 we add a new yi and a polynomial 
q = @(~,~,)y, - 1 to I,(L?J and we set 
From which we can show: 
which belong now to the ideal generated by 1 - @(a,,) yj E I,,(9p+1) 
(~3) The case (I?,) where P,a. is in the intersection of ai , aj is sornewhat 
more complicated and for simplicity we drop the indices k, i, j, and we con- 
sider a point P which is the intersection of two lines a, 6. 
In order to get 
and @((6, p)) E ZO(PP+l) we add a single parameter xt and set @(p3) == x, , 
and we shall define @(p,) and @(p,) by adding new y’s and polynomials in 
/(YP 1-J: 
‘i’he idea behind the following definitions is the representation of the 
solution of the two equations al[, + unEa k a&, = 0,6,[, f  b,[, + bzI& = 0 
in a division ring D as: 
f,  = - (b2u,1nl - 6,)-l (b,a,la, - 113) & 
(, = -- (h,a;la, - 6,)-l (b,u;la, ~- b3) [, (c3.1) 
and we are able to represent the inverses by suitable y’s as follows: Add new 
indeterminates yi , y2, ys , y* , yr, to C[.v; yip and obtain I,,(YO,,) by adding 
the following polynomials to I,(L?~): 
where for simplicity we set Q(z) X for all x E C[a; p; 2.~1~ . 
Extend @ to C[a; p; u], , i by setting @(pa) = j:r = x1 and 
and it remains to show that 
Similarly one shows that: 
and finally 
This completes the definition of @ for C[~;y]~+i and from the definition 
it follows that @(/(A?, i)) L 10(-YP, i) as required. 
Continuing with this method we end with a homomorphism 
@ : C[a; p; 241 ---f C[x; y], 
and to complete our definition we add the line asfl and thus we construct 
J(LPr) and I,,(ZY). 
To complete the proof of the properties of 0 given in (29.2) we consider 
an P’-homomorphism 4 : C[a; p; u]/j(-Y) - D satisfying the restrictions: 
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#(G) f  0, #PJ f  0 and V%LJ f  &+,h $(a,J f  #(q,) for v7 P = 1 1 2, 3, 
v  f  ,U and all i, j of points and lines appearing in d;u. We then define p(x), 
p(y) successively by following the stages of the elementary constructions: 
Suppose y(.xi), p(yj) has been defined for all x’i and yj appearing in @(ujL,), 
@(P,~), @(u,) for all points and lines which appear in 2%lp, and let it satisfy 
$J =: F@. \I’e define now CJJ for the new indeterminates appearing in passing 
from YP to YP+l . 
In case (RI), where @(pkU) : xiiU \ve set ~(x~,~) = $(plly) v  =- I, 2, 3. For 
(E2), where @(pcl) = sf , @(pA,) : xitl has been defined in (c2), we set 
P,(~x~) = #(P& v(.ytcl) = $(p,,.J, and F(Y~) ~= #(u3)-‘; and for P~:~. &he 
From the fact that G[(aA , p,<)] : 0 one observes that cp(p,,,) = Q!J(P,J, and 
so also for the other and we still have 4 = CJ@. 
In the case (E3) which was covered in (c3), we follow the simplified nota- 
tion of that part and set gj(x,) = I,@<) and 
and 
dY1) = $(a,)--l, dY*) = 4(%Y? 
dY3) = MU iL(%-’ $44 ~- Nwl (c3.5) 
To prove that # = gj@, wc note that #((a, p)) :- 0 and $((6, p)) = 0 yields 
the two equations 
and 
which by a method of elimination yields as in (~3.1) the relations: 
If  the inverses appearing in these equations exist and then it is readily seen 
from the definitions in (~3.4) and (~3.5) that #(p,) := @(pi). It remains, 
therefore, to prove that the restrictions on I,!J imply the existence of the in\-er- 
ses: indeed, let T == $(6,) #(a&l #(a.& - $(6,) if 7 = 0, then from 
#((a, p)) = ($(a), #(p)) == 0 and (#(6), #(p)) : 0 it follows that: 
0 = WJJ $(el ($44, iJ(P)) - ($w? $0)) 
= 7 . VW + I[$%) tic%-’ 4(%) - w41 W), 
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and since $@a) i: 0 it follows that #(6,) $(~i) i #(us) I/J(&) -: 0. Hut then 
$@I) 3(%) ’ = 44h) $(%I l -= 4(h) iJ(%--lt which implies that the lines 
Ifi( Z/J(~) are the same, which then contradicts the assumption. Now from 
: 0 one readily verifies that all (o(yj) 
&p,) are of the form given above 
exist as well as the fact that ~,!~(pi) and 
‘I’his completes the assertion (29.2) and we return to the proof of Theo- 
rem 29: 
C’onsider @ : C[a; p; u]jj(Yy) + C]x; y]il,(YY) obtained for the con- 
figuration LYE of the u.c.-configuration 9, and let 
4((a, ) p,)) : 4 (2 (Isipnr) -= P[x; Yl E C[“? Yl. 
Now the statement that Y is valid in Y i.e., plL E a, is equivalent to the fact 
that P[x; y] := 0 is a rational identity in D( ‘13). 
Indeed if 9 E z(D) is an admissible homomorphism, then # = @ is an 
Z-homomorphism, and will give rise to a configuration t&Y in which by the 
u.c.-theorem LZ it follows that P, G u,~ , i.e., 0 
0 = $((a, , PA) = @q(% , P,)) = PP[X, YI = 0. 
Consequently P = 0 is a rational identity. Conversely, ,V, be a configuration 
in the plane ‘@ isomorphic with Y’. Each of the conditions ai -= 0; pZ = 0; 
a, -- uj = 0, pi - pj = 0, i + j, i, j -~ 1, 2, 3 gives a finite number of points 
and lines in the plane. Since our geometry is infinite we can fix the coordinates 
in the plane in such a way that none of the points and lines of the configura- 
tion Y, will coincide with these points and lines. Thus the L’?-homomorphism 
$ : C[u;p; U] ---f D, which gives the coordinates the configuration 2, , 
i.e., $2 = -%i,, , will satisfy the restriction of (29.2). Hence, # = y@, and 
if P = 0 is a rational identity, we obtain that 
i.e. (#(a,), r&J) y-z 0 which means that $(P,!) t #(a,?). This proves that Y 
holds in this geometry. 
Now let Y be noucontradictory in a geometry of infinite center of charac- 
teristic p (finite or zero), then there exists a model $ ([/3]) of such a geometry 
with a division ring D = U(y) of coordinates. 
Then (1) if D is infinite over its center, then the corresponding rational 
identity P[x;y] : 0 will holds in all division algebra, by l’heorem 16 (and 
Theorem ll), since 
for arbitrary division algebra E, forI = I(k) (Theorem 16) or Z(D) -z I(C,,) 
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for some n (Theorem 11). This implies that the corresponding u.c.-inter- 
section theorem F will hold for all models of the projective plane of infinite 
center of the same characteristic. Kow, any other model of a Desarguian 
geometry of the same characteristic could be embedded in one with infinite 
center (by extending the center of D = U(@)); hence, 7 holds in all Desar- 
guian projective planes which proves that .F is a consequence of the incidence 
axioms and the theorem of Dcsargues, and (1) of theorem 29 is valid. 
(2) If  this is not the case, then for every model ‘4 in which .P holds, the 
dimension (D(v) : K) = mxtg J, 03, where XT is the center of the coordinate 
division ring D. Let n = ?l(S) = sup M,~ of all models ‘8, then z! .: x), 
since otherwise the corresponding polynomial P[x; y] E n I(C,,,p) for an 
infinite set of integers rn$ . Hence, it follows by Theorem 12 that 
%Yl E ii 4G,), 
r1=1 
and it follows, therefore, by Theorem 16 that P = 0 is also a rational identity 
for a division ring D which is infinite over its center, and this contradicts an 
assumption that rnQ r: 00 for all models !Q. 
Thus, in this case P[x; y] EI(C,), which implies by Theorem 12 that 
P[x; y] E [(C,) for all Y < 71. Consequently, Theorem 11 implies that P == 0 
holds for all division algebras of dimension U’(V < n) over their center. 
Thus the u.c.-intersection theorem Y holds in all models of projective 
geometry whose coordinate division ring (D : Cent D) < G. This proves 
part (a) of (2) of our theorem. 
Consequently, from the definition of IZ = n(,F), it follows that the validity 
of 7 implies that (D : Cent D) < ~3. 
It follows now by Theorem 29~1 that Yn holds in our geometry and thus .X 
implies .Yn. Conversely if 9: is valid then (D(q) : Cent) < nz by the: above 
quoted theorem; hence, as we have shown before, it follows that .F hmolds in 
our geometry. This shows that Y is equivalent with .u?, and so (b) of part (2) 
of our theorem is proved. 
The last part of Theorem 29 follows now easily: for two u.c.-intersection 
theorem cY’, fl if P’ implies .F in Desarguian projective planes then theorem 
7 will hold in all models y  for which (O(‘p) : Cent (D)) < n(-Y)“, hence by 
definition of n(Y) it follows that n(Y) ;> n( .Y). Conversely, if n(Y) 3: n( .U) 
then in any model in which ,Y holds, .Y will also hold; hence F is a conse- 
quence of Y. 
Theorem 29 has an immediate interesting consequence. 
COROLLARY 30. In an ordered Desarguian projective plane, any nontrivial 
xc.-intersection theorem implies the Pappus theorem. 
l’,oof. An ordered Desarguian plane, is of necessarily characteristic zero 
and hence of infinite center, and we can apple Theorem 29. ‘1’11~1s if .Y is a 
nontrivial u.c.-theorem; that is, it is neither :I consequence of, nor contradicts 
the l)esargues theorem, it will follow 1,~ (2) of ‘l’hcorcn~ 29 that the coordinate 
division rilq is a finite dimensional central division algebra, and the order 
axiom implies that I) is ordered ([/2] C’h. 9); 1 1cnctx, it follows hv a theorem of 
Albert ([I]), \vhich states that an ordcmd finite dimensional central simple 
algebra is commutative, that 1) is commutative, and the latter is equivalent 
to the Pappus theorem. 
III. INTEGRAL RATIONAL IDENTITIES AND APPLICATIONS 
TO ~ESARGUIAN GEOMETRIES 
1. Identities 
Let % be the ring of all integers. Instead of dealing with polynomials in 
C’[s; y] over a field C, we shall restrict ourselves in the present section to 
polynomials with integral coeflicicnts, and thus Z[x; ~13 will serve instead of 
C[s; y] in the following. 
Let pz[x;yl , ‘.‘, y,.-J be polpomials with integral coefficients, and I,, 
be the ideal in %[s; JJ] generated by the polynomials (I? : ?l,p, ~ I, i 1, 2, 
..‘, n. 
Consider a division ring D over an arbitrary infinite field C, and x(D) <mm p.
p 7 0 bc the characteristic of 0. An admissihlc homomorphism: Z[.Y; ~1 4 I) 
is a homomorphism which maps I,, onto zero, and w set In(f)) ~= n Ker p, 
whcrc v  ranges over all admissible homomorphisms. We shall refer to the 
elements of lu(D) as the illtexrnl mtiorzal identities of 1); and they arc the 
r,ltional identities of I) that can be constructed 1,~ addition, subtraction, 
multiplication, and taking itlvcrscs (and without the use of elements of the 
field C that arc not in the prime field of C’). 
IA the characteristic of I) ix zero and (1 denote the field of all rational 
numbers, ihen % c 0; and one readily obscrvcs that I/z(D) - Z(D) n %[v; ?I], 
where r(f)) are the rational identities of I) in Q[x; J] over the same ideal I,, . 
But if the characteristic p 0 and 17 is the prime field of characteristic p, 
then I>L(/)) is the inverse image of the set of all rational identities I(D) under 
homomorphism %[x; -y] +D[.v;y] which is the extension of Z --, %:pZ =Tl, 
atid here I(D) is the set of all rational identities in IT[.Y; jv]. 
Let S,,[s] -= S,[s, , “.) +J 1 C f  xi, ... xi,, be the standard polpomial 
in 2w indeterminates for 72 -= 1, 2, 3, ... ([If)]. To these we define in addition 
S,,[x] -: .x, S,[x] = 0. 
‘The discussion and results to follow can be formulated in the language of 
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Model theory and the Lower Predicate Calculus ([/.?I), but for vairous 
reasons we prefer to use a more intuitive formulation. \l:e shall refer to a 
statement A to imply a statement R if whenever -4 holds then U is also true, 
and .-f will be equivalent to U if .-I implies R and B implies L4. The notation 
.4 A B, .4 V B and .4 -+ 13 will be used with the accepted meaning ot 
‘ml,’ ‘ or,’ and ‘imply’. 
‘I’he inter-relation between the following statements will be our main 
object; 
(Cent (rz)). The division Gzg I1 is of dimension .a I? over its center. 
Our definition covers also the case ?z = 0 and II = x; in the following 
SCIISC: n 0 means that 1) _ 0 is the trivial ring containing a single element; 
and N = m means that D is arbitrarv. 
(S,,, = 0) The division ring satisjies the polyrlomial relation S,,[x] = 0. 
/Or N : 0, 1, 2, ..., 3c. 
Alore generally, 
(r : 0) The division ring D satisjes the integral relation identity r[x; y] = 0. 
(p 1 my 0), (p . I f  0) will stand Tespectively &foy the statements that the 
characteristic of D is p or dfzeevent from p (p -- 0). 
(p p + 0) will mean that D is characteristic ojp is zuo, i.e., p -# 0 for allp. 
The main result of [/I] can be stated that (S,,, 7 0)t-t (Cent n); and 
for integral rational identity-, we can conclude from ‘I’heorems l&l I that: 
~%~REM 3 1. For a jixed prime p 2 0, and a jked polynomial 
Y[.Y, y] t Z[s, y], either 
(1) there exists an irlteger (~8 -;) n,, ==. n,,(r), such that: every division 
+ebra D of cha~~actesistic p and i$m’te retzter c satisJies Y ~7 0 - if am1 or&, 
27 (/) : C) ‘< n,,“; 01 
(7) there exist au integer y  = p” (. ~6) such that if I1 satis$es 1’ = 0, 
theta the number of elements of the center of I> is ’ q. 
PYOOJ The case of characteristic zero follows easily: if 11 is a division 
ring of characteristic zero, then 1) 10 the field of all rationals. It follows by 
‘l’heorcms 1 1 and 16 that I(D) : I((;‘7i) if (D : (‘ent 11) n’; or 
I(/)) n$= I /(Q,) if (D : Cent f1) = rl). To unifv our notations we set 
I(<),) ~:=- n I(Q,,) and 1((i),) - Q[s;J’], and the quoted result holds also for 
n 0, 02. 
c onsider now the polynomial Y[X; y] t Z[s; r] C c,)[.v; y]: if there does not 
exists a division ring satisfying 1’ == 0, then we set n = q, = 0. Hut if there 
exists a division ring satisfuing Y = 0 (of characteristic zero), let or’ = IZ,, 
bc the maximal n for which 1’ rI(Q,,), then o(j 3 II :-, 0. Kow, if 11 satisfies 
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(Y :: 0) then it follows that I(D) I((),,,) and r tZ(Q,,,); hence WI -: n. 
Consequently, D satisfies (Cent (n)). C onversely, if 11 satisfies (Cent (n)) then 
Z(D) == I(c),,) 2 I(I),), since m2 ==~ (1) : Cent D) -< n”; hence Y E r(D), which 
means that Y == 0 holds in 11. 
Turn now to the case of characteristic p 0, and let n be the prime field 
of p elements. Let t be a commutative indeterminate over17 and n(t) be the 
field of all rational functions in t, and note that n(t) is infinite. 
I f  Y is a polynomial for which there exists a division algebra D of an infinite 
center c of characteristic p satisfying Y 0, and if Y E n[.v, 3~1 A 1(cJ then 
since 
4CJ = 4qw J wvM 
and this implies that I’ E~[x, y] n Z[n(t),]. Hence for any other infinite 
field C’ of characteristic p, we have 1(n(t),) cl(C’(t)?J ~~ I(C,‘), and thus 
Y E~[x, y] A I(C,,‘) and, clearly, by choosing C’ properly we can obtain 
that r E~[x, y] n I(C’,) for a~zy commutative field c’ of characteristic p. 
This observation enables us to reproduce the preceding proof of the case of 
characteristic zero, also for the characteristic p, provided there exists at least 
one division algebra of infinite center C satisfying r = 0. Indeed, let 
72, = max (72 1 r E I[n(t),,]}. 
Let D be an arbitrary division algebra of characteristic p. Now the identities 
W(t)> == WY%) f  or some ?z < CD, since D(t) has an infinite center. Thus 
the fact that (D(t) : Cent D(t)) = (D : Cent D) = mr implies by definition 
of n,, that if m < n, then D(t) and, thcrcfore, also I) satisfy the relation Y 0. 
Conversely, let D satisfy Y = 0 and 11 has an infinite center then I(D) = I( C,,,) 
for the field C : Cent D and m” -= (I> : C) (m < a). By the previous remark 
it follo\vs that Y E [(n(t),,), thus m k. n,, . This complctcs the proof of (I). 
I f  there are no division algebras of infinite center (and characteristic p) 
satisfying Y = 0, but there arc such of finite center, then (2) of our theorem 
asserts that the number of elements of these centers are bounded. Indeed, 
if D, , I),, ... be division algebras of characteristic p satisfying Y ~~ 0 and of 
centers Ci of order q1 S< Q~ < ... with ql not bounded, then consider the 
ultra-product nDijF mm_ P, where 9 - is any ultra-filter containing the 
cofinite sets. Clearly D satisfies p 0 and it is of infinite center flC,/.F ~-K. 
The first follows by (3) of Theorem 3; and the latter is readily proved as 
follows: iffi , ...,ft are a finite set of elements in K, consider f  tnC, defined 
to be #if,(;) when Cj contains more than t elements then ,f will yield an 
element in C #fj , which implies that (r is infinite. But our assumption 
was that Y == 0 is not satisfied by algebras of infinite center-hence the proof 
of (2) is completed. 
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Finally, we introduce the notation: n, = 0, if there are no division algebras 
of infinite center satisfying r =- 0. 
Given a set of finite primes p1 , pa , ..., p, and let p, = 0; let also be given 
a set of non-negative integers (or infinity) 0 < n, < x1 < ... < n, .< Co.. 
Consider the polynomial: 
ApI; n) ~= 112” Qzn,, [x”] _‘- mlSzn,[x’] - ... -.~ m& [x”], L (31.1) 
where m,, = p,p, ...p, . m, = mOp;r = pipe ...pi-rpi-t ...pL, and the stan- 
dard polynomials S’a,,[x~‘, . .., .Y:! ] h ave disjoint set of indeterminat’es. 
\Ce include in our definition also the case that t = 0, i.e., the set of non 
zero primes (p,] is empty, and then we set m, = 1. Thus 
S(& no) --= &Jxt , . . . . x2,,] . 
‘l’wo other special cases are of interest: (I) S(I$; 0) = .x1 , i.e., n,, = 0 and the 
set of nonzero primes {p,] = 4; (2) S(& co) = 0; that is, the case {pi) = c,$ 
and n, == E. 
THEOREM 32. The polynomial relation S(p; n) = 0 for division rings is 
equivalent to the statement: 
%(p; n). Either the characteristic of the division ring is not one of the pj , 
and then it is of dimension & no4 over its center; or, the characteristic is some 
p1 -A 0 and then it i.r of dimension < nL2 ovey its center. 
I f  D satisfies S(p, n) = 0, then since the indeterminates involved iare of 
disjoint sets, II must satisfy also m,S,,, = 0, v~~S~~JX] = 0 forj = 1, ..., t. 
Consider, mOSan,[x] = 0; Its validity implies that either m,, = 0 in II and then 
the characteristic of D is one of the pi(i > I) or S,,O[.v] = 0, which yields 
that (II : Cent I)) :< noS. In the first case, if the characteristic is pi then 
171, 7 0 for all j f  i; and m, -f 0 hence I> satisfies S,,,,[x] = 0, which yields 
that (/I : Cent D) < n12. 
Consequently if Z(:(P, n) holds for a division ring D, and if the characteristic 
of D is pi, i -= 1, ..., Y, then mj -:= 0 for all j f  i; and since D satisfies 
(Cent tzi), it follows that JJ’a,J,[s(z)] =m 0 in D and thus S(p, n) -= 0 holds also 
in 1). I f  the characteristic of D * p, and since (Cent n,) holds for 11, S2,r ; 0 
is also satisfied by 11 and clearly also all Sni = 0, since nj > no; thu\ the 
complete polynomial relation S(p, II) = 0 will hold in D. The indices i are 
chosen so that nt 5; n2 < ... -;l n, . The proof is completed. 
‘The main result on integral rational identities is the following: 
'~'HEOREM 33. For each integral rational identity Y = 0, Y[X; y] E Z[x; y] 
there e,xists unique primes (pO = 0) p, , ..., p1 and 0 < n0 < n, ... < n, < CC 
such that (Y = 0) is equivalent to Z(p; n) for division algebras of in$nite c,enter. 
Proof. Note, that in view of ‘Theorem 32 this theorem shows that integral 
rational identities are equivalent to the polynomial identities, ,S(p, n) 0. 
The uniqueness of the corresponding p, , q, , n, is evident from its ecluiva- 
lent statement gi\cn in Theorem 32. 
The proof of ‘I’heorem 33 is carried on different lines for two cases: 
(a) There is no divisiort Gng of chavuctrristic zero which satis$es the identity 
Y = 0. 
IV’c then assert, that there is at most a finite number of primes, p, , ..., pt 
for which there exists division rings satisfying Y m= 0. If  that is not the case, 
andD,,I),;.. is an infinite set of division rings of different characteristics 
711 , “2 ) “‘) construct the complete product IID, and choose an ultra-filter .9 
in the set of integers that is not principal; i.e., 9 is not the set of subsets 
containing a single integer. Then the ultra-product IIII,:S satisfies Y -- 0 
(which is shown as in the proof of Theorem 3), and it is also readily seen by 
Lemma 2 that it is a division ring and clearly of characteristic zero, which 
contradicts our assumption (a). 
Let I’ im 3 ..., p,,: be the set of primes for which thew exists division 
rings of infinite center satisfying Y 0; then, by Theorem 31 we correspond 
the numbers 77, :-~ N,, and set 11” ~~~ 0. Summarizing the properties of the 
of the primes p1 , 11, , WC have that every division ring 1) of infinite center 
that satisfies Y Pm 0 has a characteristic some p, and satisfies Cent (n,). Thus 
1 0 implies the validity of Z(p; 71 ), since llC, -= 0 means there are no division 
algebras of characteristic zero involved. 
Conversclq-, let D be a division algebra of infinite center satisfying Z((p; iz), 
then as f+, 0, II is necessarily of characteristic of some pi and then it 
satisfies ((‘ent n,); hence it follo\vs by ‘I’heorem 31 that it satisfies also r = 0. 
Consequently, in this cast (r 0) t--f qp; n). 
Turn now to the second case: 
(1,) TheIre exists a division rirtf I) ?~ 0 qf characteristic zero sati!fJGg 
(y 0). 
From Theorem 31 we deduce that for some 0 N,, : ’ SKI” 
[(p I p 7 0) A (y ~= O)] ++ [(P I P -i 0) A (Cent 41. 
Xext WC: show that there exist at most a finite set of primes p for which 
there c\;ists a division ring I) of characteristic p and which satisfy 
(Zl : C’ent 11) u,, . The proof follows similar lines: if this is not the case, and 
1 {Pl, is an infinite set of primes and 11, arc the infinite sequence of division 
algebras of the respective characteristic p7 and (/I, : Cent 11,) r~,, , then 
construct the ultra-product II = IIDi/.F modulo an ultra-filter F. 11 is again 
’ Note that the existence of D gwen in (h) implies that n, .-x 0. 
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a division algebra of characteristic zero, and since each Di satisfies .r ~~ 0, 
D also satisfies Y == 0. But (D : Cent D) > n,; indeed, since 
(Di : Cent 11,) >, n, , there exist elements a,, , ..., aian in Di such that 
As2n,[a,j] f  0, since (s3,z, = 0)~ (Cent no). Consider tie elements ji , ..., 
f 2n:, E IID, , defined by f,(i) =: aij , and then S,,,O[fj] ~,‘- 0 in 11 as 
,S,,o[.f,] (i) f  0 for every i. Thus (D : Cent D) ‘J- n, , which contradicts 
our assumption (b). Let p, , I.., p, be the finite set of primes for which thcrc 
exists a division ring Di of characteristic pi such that (D : Cent D) > n, . 
This set can also be empty. 
Next let p f  0 be an arbitrary prime for which there exists a division 
ring D of characteristic p of infinite center, satisfying Y = 0; then it follows 
by Theorem 3 1 that (r =-: 0) f-) (Cent n,) for th esc division algebras of charac- 
teristic p, and we show necessarily n, > n,, ‘.I 0. 
Let Z,, ~-2 {m,“)~; (n, p) = lf- be the subring of the rationals, containing 
all rationals with dominator prime to p, and Ict r : Z, +n -= Z,‘pZ 
be the canonical homomorphism of Z‘, onto the prime field of p 
elements. By definition of IZ, , it follows that Y f$ Z[fl(t),,] for every 
m‘ w,, (see the proof of Theorem 31). This m:ans that given m > nr, there 
exists matrices xf, Fi in,,, such that j7,pj[-T; f,  , ..., Y,+r] = I and 
Y[-T; TV] f  0. Extend r to a homomorphism v,,~ : (Z,,(t)), +n(t)m of the 
respective ring of matrices, and I is assumed also to be a commutative indeter- 
minate over Z, as well. We assert that there arc matrices X, , Yi E [Z,(t)],,, 
such that 1~<p,[S; 1-i . ..., I’,-,] := I, and that rr7,,(X7) -:~ xi , ri,,,(Yi) -= P, . 
‘IO this end we choose .Vi arbitrary inverse images of xi; i.e., such that 
n,,,(.iSi) =~- fii , and then we find the Y, successively as follows: 
Let I, E [Z,)(t)ln, any matrix for which n,,,( I’*‘) ~~ 17, , then 
Hence 
Y,‘pJXJ == 1 +p/l. -+I F [-ql(f)lm > 
and then det (1 f  p.3) =G 1 (mod p) from which it follows that (1 + PA-’ 
exists in [Z,,(t)lm . So put Yi == (I ~~ p/l-l Y’i’ that will also s#atisfy 
%H(E-J == Fl , and continue to choose Y, , Ya , ... by the same method. 
But now it follows that r[X; Y] f  0, since T?,,Y[X, Y] = Y[X, P] f  0; and 
since [Gt41m _C [O(% , it follows from the definition of n, that m 11 n,, . 
This being true for every m :, n, yields that n, > n,, . 
Ifp -# 0 would be a prime for which no division ring exists of characteristic 
p satisfying I’ = 0, then set n, = 0; and since the preceding proof works, 
we get 0 Z n, , which contradicts our assumption that n, > 0. 
Summarizing the three preceedings steps in the second case (b) and case (a), 
we get to the final step of the proof of Theorem 33: 
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C‘onsider the polynomial s[.v; y] t %1x; ~1, and obtain p, , II, , H,, in the 
precceding method. Then if case (a) holds our theorem is a combination 
of the proof of case (a) and ‘Theorem 32 with ?I,~ 0. 
If  case (b) holds, and I) a division algebra of illfinite center satisfying 
1’ 0, and if I) is of characteristic p, , then (C’ent IL,) holds; and for characte- 
ristic zero, (Cent ~1~) holds. Thus (1 0) implies Z(p; ?z) (which by ‘I’heorem 
32, shows that S(p; n) 0 holds in /I). 
Conversely, if the latter holds in I), then the characteristic of 11 is some 
pi; and by Theorem 32 it follows that I) satisfies (Cent II,). From the defini- 
tion of 12, and yi we obtain that (r ~~ 0) holds in I). Th e sanic reasons arc valid 
also for characteristics + p, , since II, PI,, This concludes the proof of 
Theorem 33. 
2. The u.c.-Theorems in Desarguian Geometries 
‘I’he result of the preceding section enables us to give a complete classifica- 
tion of the u.c.-theorem in Desarguian geometries of infinite center. TVe show 
that: 
'I‘HEORERI 34. A universal-constructible theorem .F in a Desarguian 
geomrtry of injnite center is equivalent to one rind only one of t/w theorems 
Z(p; n) (oy S(p; n) : 0) on the coordinate division ring; otld conz~ersely each 
such relation is equivalent to a u.c.-theorem 7. 
Proof. In the proof of Theorem 29 we can start with the free ring 
Z[p; a; U] and observe that the ideal I(.‘/ ) . g - is enerated by polynomials with 
integral coefhcients, and similarly for the ring %[x; ~1 which replaces C[x; ~1 
and the ideal I( ?)) has also integral polvnomials as generators. 
It was shown on p. 350 at the end of the proof of l’heorem 29 that theorem 
:T implies the validity of a rational identity 1’ ~~ @[(cL,~ , ,D,~)] 0, and the 
converse holds if the geometry has enough points and lines. 
Clearly, the rational identity I’ 0 has integral coclhcients; hence it 
follows by theorem 33 that P 0 is equivalent with J!(p; 97). 
‘l’hc equivalence of Z(p; x) xvith (.S(p; II) 0) follows by- ‘l’heorem 32. 
Remark. Our results arc not completely satisfactory as we do not know 
what happens in the cast m-hen the coordiriatc division algebra has a finite 
center. In this case we have only to deal with dirision algebras of infinite 
dimensions over their center, since the others arc commutative. 
ITsing either the theory of models or the ultra-products and following the 
proofs of ‘I’hcorem 3 I, one can obtain that the preceding results will be 
valid also for geometries or algebras of 
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for which thcrc exist no model of infinite center will imply that the center 
of these algebras or geometries are finite and bounded. It is hard to imagine 
that identities and constructible intersection theorems of this type exist at all. 
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